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To date, in 1927, The Tribune-
Democrat has carried 4,989
inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.





*4 ROBERT C. BOYD, 69, Brewers
ANSWERS SUMMONS School
OF DEATH FRIDAY Burns
Well-known Farmer Succumbs
After 5 Weeks Illness of
Paralysis.
WIDOW, 2 DAUGHTERS,
3 SONS SURVIVE HIM
Robert C. Boyd, aged 69, for
more than forty years one of the
most outstanding farmers of Mar-
shall county, succumbed Friday,
December 2nd, at his home on the
Benton-Birmingham road follow-
ing a five weeks illness of par-
alysis. Mr. Boyd's health had
been failing gradually for the
past year or more.
Mr. Boyd was a man of unusual
intellectual powers and was one
of the best informed citizens of
the county. He took a deep inter•
est in community and public af-
fairs throughout his life, and was
well known as a progressive citi-
zen.
He is survived by his widow,
two daughters. Mrs. C. C. Heath,
of Jenks. Oklahonia and Miss
Bobbie Kate Boyd, of the county;
three sons, Homer, of Louisville,
James M.. of Fresno, California
and Hackle who lived at home;
three sisters Mrs. Nick Holley, of
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Phillip Ander-
son, of HArdin and Miss Emma
Bell Boyd. of Olive and a large
number of nephews and nieces..
FuneKal services were conduct-
ed from the Olive Baptist church
at two o'clock Saturday after-
noon by Elder J. J. Gough with
a large number in attendance.
Burial- was .'in the Olive ceme-
tery at three o'clock, arrange-
ments by Morgan & Heath.
A large circle of friends and
acquaintances join the family in
Mourning his death.
The Brewers school building
was destroyed by fire shortly be-
fore noon Thursday, it was learn-
ed here.
The Brewers building was but
two or three years old and wag
one of the most modern frame
school buildings in this end of
the state.
No particulars of the origin of
the fire could be learned.
NEW FORD WILL BE
ON EXHIBIT HERE
SATURDAY, SUNDAY
Will Be Displayed at Calvert
City Plant of Draffens
Monday.
MANY GOT DETAILS OF
CAR HERE LAST WEEK
AURORA MADE FOUR Ford car here Saturday and Sun-
YEAR HIGH SCHOOL
Will Make Every High School
in County 4-Year Insti-
tution.
The county board of education
met Saturday, Dec. 3, at 9:00 a.
m. with all the members present.
Aurora was made a four year
high school to take effect on the
next school year. Aurora has been
a two year high school for the
past six years. There is not a
high school now in Marshall
county but what will have access ft
DuDy,s To pREsEN,r
to four years of high school
work.
Plans for a huge public re-
ception are being made by Draf-
fen Motor Co., local Ford dealers,
for the exhibition of the new
day and at Calvert City Monday.
The Draffen officials succeeded
in bringing the car here before it
will be seen in several towns
much larger than Benton.
The model to be shown here is
a Tudor sedan and is driven by a
special representative of the Ford
Motor Co. It is the property of
the Ford Motor Company and is
being used for special exhibition
purposes only.
A large number of persons
visited the plant here Friday and
Saturday to get the details of the
car, and many expressions of ap-
proval were heard.
CHRISTMAS PLAYS
SCHOOL TALENT TO Will Be Given
GIVE PLAY 23RD
"The Patsy" Will Be Presented
in School Auritorium
Friday, 23rd.
On Dec. 23rd, the people of
Benton will be given an oppor-.
MRS. TOM TI'REE 60 
taulneinty; itmo tsheaet some their a local
l comedy,
"The Patsy", by Barry Conners
This is one of the prettiest and
most popular plays that was seen
on the Chautauqua stage last sea-
son. All play lovers remember
Tw° that Clayborne Foster populariz-
ed this play all over this coun-
try. So popular is this play that
a royalty of $50 is charged for its
presention, by special arrange-
ments we secured the play for
thirty dollars.
The story concerns Patricia
Harrington, a girl who "runs
second" to her older sister. She
is the Patsy who is blamed when
any thing goes wrong, and is
forced to remain in the back-
ground in order that her sister
may be presented to better ad-
vantage. Her father, a "grocery
peddler", is on her side, and fin-
ally declares his independence by
putting Ma in her proper place.
This brings about Patsy's ulti-
mate triumph, and needless to
say after her happiness as the
bride of the man she loves.
The play is being directed by
Miss Attie Faughn and L. D.
Williams.
The cast of characters are:
William Harrington — John
Gold Henson.
Mrs. May Harrington — Mar-
garet Heath.




Tony Anderson — Ronald
Brinkley.
Billy Caldweli — W. S. Castle-
erry.
Sadie Caldwell — Virginia
Johnson.
DIES OF PNEUMONIA
Leaves Husband, Five Sons,
Sisters, Two Brothers,
to Mourn.
Mrs. Tom Tyree. aged 60. a
well known matron of the Benton
sect;on, ; succumbed Thursday,
December list, at her home a half
mile west of Benton on the Oak
Level road, following a short
illness of pneumonia.
Mrs. Tyree is survived by her
husband, a well known farmer
and five sons, Clint, John, Ros-
coe and : Charley Tyree. of the
county, and Pat Tyree, of Wheel-
ing West Virginia. She also
leaves two sisters, Mrs. Jack
Hunt and Mrs. Frank Reed and
two brothers, Billy Smith and
Tom W. &fifth, all of the county.
Funeral servicsa .were conduct-
ed Friday afternoon at two o'-
Cock by Elder N. S. Castleberry
).; the presence of a large num-
l• r and burial was in the Smith
; emetery at three o'clock. Morgan
& Heath in charge.
A wide circle of friends join
the family in mourning Mrs.
Tyre's death.
WOMAN'S CLUB TO HOLD
XMAS BAZAAR NEXT WEE
The Woman's Club annual
Christmas Bazaar will be held
this year on December 15th, 16t
and 17th, in the afternoons in
the women's rest room at the
court house, it is announced.
Hot chocolate and sandwiches
will be gold and served, and can-
dy and novelty gifts sold.
This is the third annual Christ-
mas Bazaar for the club.
By means of a composite photo-
graph, producing the effects of an
X-ray, an interesting study has
• been made of the new $5,000,000
courthouse in St. Louis, Mo. The
result was obtained by making a
photograph of the steel work and
printing it through another photo
of the buildingt  itself as it appear-






acreag em n Shelby
county has been increased from
8,100 acres in 1920 to 23,000
acres this year, or from 3 1-2 per
cent to 10 per cent of the total
land in crops, according to a sur-
vey made by County Agent H. R.
Jackson. The fertilizing value of
this year's Japan clover was es-
timated $80,000. Fifteen farmersare saving Japan clover seed for
the first t;me. Nine thousand
acres of Japan clover were grown
In the county this year.
Free Each After-
noon Until Christmas on
Third Floor.
In cooperation with the Land-
fear studio. Rudy's department
store is to present a most unique
form of entertainment
The program has been: in re-
hearsal for several weeks and it
has been announced tha at series
of Christmas playlets will be
given by the pupils of the Land-
fear studio in the Toyland
Theatre on 'Rudy.'s third floor.
The playlets will begin next
Monday afternoon and will be
presented each day until Christ-
mas. The plays will start each
afternoon at 4:15 o'clock and ad-
mission will be free. Everyone
is invited to be present to see
these dainty performers interpret
the joys and delights of the won-
derful land of old "St. ,Nick."
BENTON M. E. CHURCH SOUTH
Opening — Voluntary.
Hymn, 19 — Come Thou Fount.
Amistles Creed — In Concert.
Prayer — Lord's Prayer Con-
cluding.
Hymn, 143 — In the Cross of
Christ I Glory.
Responsive Reading — Psalm
138.
The Gloria Patri
New Testament .Lesson — '2
Cor. 10:1-11.
Announcements and ,Offerings.
Special — Take Time To Be
Holy.
Sermon — Mastery Through
Christ.
Prayer — Audience Kneeling. •
Hymn, 493 — My Soul Be on
Thy Guard.
Doxology and Apostolic Bene-
dictiqn.
EVENING WORSHIP
Opening Hymn, 179 — Just
When I. need Him Most.
Prayer — Audience Kneeling.
Hymn, 197 -- He is so Precious
to Me.
Scripture Lesson — Matt. 18:
1-14.
Announcements and Offering.
Hymn, .180 — Blessed Be the
Name.
Sermon — Led by a Child.
Hymn, 213 — Trust and Obey.
Apostolic Benediction.
We want at least 160 in Sun-
day School Sunday. If you are not
a member of the Sunday School
enroll with us. If you have been
absent come- back with us. There
is no better habit to be formed
than that of going to church and
Sunday school. Remember, your
place will be vacant unless you're
there to fill it. Come and help
make the Sunday school and














Elder deGarmo Preaching Power-
ful Sermons Daily at
Benton Church.
-
Good crowds are attending ser-
vices which are being held this
week at the Benton Baptist
church by Elder J. D. deGarmo,
of Memphis, Tennessee. Elder de-
Garmo is a powerful and interest-
ing preacher and' his sermons are
being •much enjoyed. Be; is being
assisted by the pastor, Elder J.
P. Riley and J. H. De', who is,in
charge of the singing services.
The. daily .services are at 10
o'clock in the morning and at
6:30 in the evening. Especially
good crowds are attending the
evening services.
Before coming to Benton, El-
der deGarmo held a successful
revival at the Immannuel Baptist
church in Paducah.
FORMER HARDIN BOY TO
('APTAIN MAYFIELD TEAM
Erret Gardner, of Mayfield, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gardner,
was elected captain of the May-
field high school football team.
the Cardinals, for :1928, last
week. Young Gardner resided
with his parents at Hardin until
about eight years ago. fill his regular appointment at Elder Tatum cite* 206 and 217
of the Mayfield' stalwarts during PacV will
.
preach both morning 
:a.
H is a halfback and was one the church here Sunday. Rev, for substantiation of his charge
the past season, shining with es- and evening and the public is
pecial glory in the Thanksgiving cort.ially invited to beth serv-
game with. Paducah. which was, Ices. 
witnessedby a number of local •




BE HELD NEXT WEEK
AT MIN, SHAPFR,,jr..
Thri.4 teunty Agent.
To Spend Two Days
Each Placa.
39
Large Hens St Springers 16
Leg. Hens & Springers   12
Roosters  07





EAST ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
East St. Louis, Ill., Dec. 7 (U.
S. Dept. of Agri. — Hogs —Re-
ceipts 16,600; Sc to 10e higher
than average; top $8.70; bulk 160
to 180 pounds $8.354-1 8.50; 190
pounds up $8.60 and $8.65; light
lights $8i8.25; good pigs $7.50
0/ 8; packing sows $7.500 7.65.
Cattle —Recepits 4,000; calves
1,700; steer quality mostly med-
ium; trading slow; indications a-
bout steady; fat cows and bulls
full and active; vealers 25c low-
er at $14.75; other classes stea-
dy: bulk medium heifers $11.504:i
11; cows $6.50418; low cutter
range $4.506, 5.25; top medium
balls $7.50.
Sheep — Receipts 3,000; fat'
native lambs to butchers $18.75
(a 14; nothing sold to packers, in-
dications about steady.
DAIRYING, POULTRY,
COILS TO BE SUBJECTS
A two day meeting will be held
at Sharpe December 13 and 14.
and at Hardin December 15 and
16. Dr. T. P. Polk, Field Agent in
Veterinary Science, Ralph Kenney
Specialist in Farm Crops, I. G.
Gibson, Field Agent, Pet Milk
Company and County Agent Hen-
dricks will be the principal
speakers at these meetings.
Mr. Kenney will address the
farmers on the value of lime-
stone and acid Phosphate on
Marshall county soils, and the
value of marketing farm crops
thy' kv,eidock. Mr. Gibson will
-s "actions for feeding dairy
r the greatest, profit, and
expta..1 the operation of the con-
densery at Mayfield.
Dr. Polk will speak on the com-
mon disease of poultry and dairy
cows giving directions how to
prevent and control these dis-
eases.
County Agent Hendricks will
give directions for the feeding
and housing of poultry for the
greatest profit.
Each of these talks will be of
vital importance to every farmer
in Marshall county. A large at-
tendance is expected to attend
each meeting at both places.
Bring one of your neighbors and
come .prepared to stay all day.
Meetings will begin promptly at
9:00 A. M. and close promptly
at 3:00 P. M.
TEACHERS TO MEET
HERE DECEMBER 10
Hardin Faculty to Arrange High
School Program for Sat-
urday Session.
The regular elementars. an I
high school teachers will be held
Saturday Dec. 10th. Mrs. Genora
Filbeek, Mrs. Helen Morgan, Mr.
Gaylon Lamb, Miss Rachel More-
head :yid Mrs. Paul Thompson
will coistribute ta the program of
the elementary teachers.
The Hardin high school teach-
ers will arrange for the program
of the high school teachers. 'The
high school and elementary tea-
chers met in joint session to
hear Prof. W. J. Caplipger dis-
cuss "Educational Issues" on the
last meeting of the teachers. The-





Sub-Normal Children — Gaylon
Lamb.
Promoting and Grading Pupils
—Mrs. Helen Morgan,
Irregular Promotions -- Miss
Rae heal Moorehead.
ivchievement Age & Achive-
ment Tests — Mrs. Genora Fit-
beck.
The Christmas Program for




PASTOR AVERS TEXT HOOK
GIVES CATHOLIC ANGLE
REV. PACE TO PREACH The text book, "Our Nation's,
TWICE HERE SUNDAY Heritage"' used in the, sixth
grade 0 Kentucky schelols, is
written from the Catholic slew-Rev. J. M. Pace. pastor of the point, Elder Roy Tatum, of Gil-Benton Christian church, will beStsville, charges.
The State's tobacco crop for
1927 showed an increase of 7,000.-
000 pounds during September,
while the corn crop declined 2.-
•
(Tee!' els tons')e.s.
A unt ,Lucy 
after e n 
Johnso
fully injured when n was pain-
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.acted busineas in
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pilot on the rettos.. Pad,
rah.
You will hear it talked all over
Marshall county that Morgan &
Heath's is a good place to trade.
Mrs. J. A. McDaniel of Benton,
was the guest of her niece, Mrs.
Lassie Clark last Friday of Pa-
ducah.
Mrs. Alva Miller, of Calvert
City, is attending the bedside of
her son, Sheriff Harry A. Miller,
who is ill of flu at his room i
n
the residence of Mrs. W. C. Rowe
.
tAila.Mr  Miller is much improved to-
It don't matter whet you want
or have to have, before you buy,
just think of Morgan & Heath, a
home firm that you have know
n
for 20 years and a firm that is
willing to befriend you any time
you will call On them.
S. W. Cex of Gilbertsville
Route, • spent Monday here on
business.
Mr. and Mrs„ Frank Leach, of
Franklin North Carolina are the
parents of a baby girl born last
Friday. Mrs. Leach was Mis
s
Marie -Cornwe41,and is the daugh
-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Co
rn-
well, of Benton.
The Baby division of Die mis-
sionary socirty met Monday af-
AN
INSTITUTION
The church, the school,
and the home are in-.
ititutions of the com-
munity. Ours is an in-
;titution of service to the
community. We are a
iefinite part of it.
CVe have grown with
the community and our
responsibilities have in-
creased with its growth.
That we are alive to
these responsibilities, is
indicated by the fact that
we have never left any-
thing undone to help our



















ternoon at the hose, • or Mrs. it'Vel
G. Duna, heir mite boxes us, • hi
opened and clever entertainmeif by, 
.er
fernished Ise children. little
Don't bto a range until y ov
-e.‘e the Martha and Rebecca
Washington ranges. They are
made of ‘Southern gray iron, best
materials for making ranges, sold
by Morgan & Heath.
W. A. Flowers, of Route 6, was
among the visitors in Benton
Court Day, '
'''iser41,lvMr. and Mrs. Joe e tt e
nter-
tained with a buffet sup r
 Fri-
-?ay night. The invited 
guest 
'were
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Trees, Mr. a
nd
Mrs. K. G. Dunn. Mr. and Mrs
.
Albert Strow, Mr. and Mrs. Govi
e
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
Peel, Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley
,
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. L. L. Washbu
rn,
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Trevathan
,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ely, Mr. a
nd
Mrs. Rufus Wade, Mr. and Mrs
.
E. L. Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Rolli
e
Creason, Mr. and Mrs. Tullus
Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Long
,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McWaters, Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Ford, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Stone. Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Lilly. Mrs. Ray Smith and
Mrs. Rosa Acre.
Mrs. Dora Schmidt, of Calvert
City, was a visitor in Ben
ton
Monday.
We have a house full of new
goods, ranges, cook stoves, furni-
ture, rugs. queensware, aluminu
m
ware, tinware, dishes, groeeries
and hundreds of things that 
we
sell for a small profit. Visit our
store. Morgan & Heath.
Ross Acres, returned Saturday
frcm, a business trip to Memph
is.
Garth Ferget:son and Will L.
Gibson were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Ely for dinner Monday
night. .
Mrs. Washburn spent Monday
with her son Dr. Washburn and
Mrs. Washburn.
Darnall, of Hardin




Our customers are telling us
everyday that they would not
1- uy any kind of stock and poultr
y
:cnie hut Dr. Heeses, we sell it,
Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. Hoye Iliett has been quiet
.11. Mrs., Dwight Peel is teaching
in her place.
Mr. and Mrs. J. %V. Brooks,
Lucy Lee Allen. Mrs. Ruble Gib-
son and Allen Gibson of May
field were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
, Dwight Peel Sunday. Mrs. Rubie
 cietv of M. E. church held their
Gibson remained for a short visit. Harvest Day program at
 home of
Lex' Nelson, of Hardin Route 1, Mrs. John G. Lovett, Th
ursday
transacted business in Benton afternoon.
Court Day. Music Study at Mrs
. K. G.
Morgan & Heath is a home firm Dunn's Wednesday. She led.
and they have been doing husi
- Mrs. L. L. Washburn will be
ness with home people for 20 at home to the Mother's
 Depart-
years, vou can rely on this firm ment of the Woman's C
lub Fri-
when it comes to.geadering serv
- dax at 2:30 p. rn.
ice or making prices on anything Mrs. Cora • McGr
egor was in
they handle. Paducah Wednesday 
afternoon to
Members of the Christian see her sister Mrs. Will
 Ely.
church met at Mrs. Rufus Wade's Mrs. Ray Smith an
d little dau-
MonCay afternoon and packed a ghter, Betty Ray 
will leave this
Christmas box for the Christia
n week for Harrisburg, Ill., where
Orphan's Home in Louisville. she will visit Mrs
. Smith's par-
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Watson of ents until after Ch
ristmas.
Murray spent the week end wit
h The Seniors appeared at school
Mr. and Mrs. Tullus Chambers
. Monday in the dress of twent
y
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Trees and
games, retreerhus •
Ants
Mrs. Will Ely, who
a severe operation at
Central hospital last
doing nicely.
Alva Miller of Calvert City.
—as the guest of his son, Sheriff
Harry A. Miller, here 'Monday.
Remember Washington Ranges
are made of Southern pig iron,
which is the best materials in
the world for building ranges.
Come in and inspect our full
line of ranges and cook stoves,
Morgan & Heath.
Elton Pace is able to be out
again after an attack of illness.
,Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs.; Wayne Wilson and
baby, of Paducah, visited rela-
tives here Sunday.
Sheriff Harry A. Miller was
confined to his room with flu the  
first of the week.
Rochie Jones, of Detroit, ar-
,ived the latter part of last week
`o spend several days here with
friends and relatives. Mr. Jones
is a member of the Detroit police
force. He motored through.
Ladies we are getting in a new
lot of goods to sell for 5, 10, 15
and 25c. We invite you to visit-
our store any time, Morgan and
Heath.
W. P. Williams and George E.
Long will leave Sunday for
Louitsville and Frankfort. Theys













Penalty G:2 all Taxes
Goes on January 1st.
You May Pay Your Taxes at
BANK OF GILBERTSVILLE






Zelna 'Fergerson, ,has become
connected with Trtbine-Demo- !
crat in the mechanical ileparts
ment. Mr. Fergerson who comes
to Benton from Trenton, Tenn., is
an experienced printer.
The Church Grove Community!
Club met with Mrs. J. T. Iliett.1
December 3rd with 13 members',
present. Bible readings from 17,
Chailter of Matt. The rooms were
decorated with Chryeantheums
and honeysuckle. After the busi-
ness session a large platter of
apples were passed to the guests.
Washington ranges are long
life ranges, you can cook a quick
meal with a. small amount of
fuel and can get repairs for
Washington stoses and ranges in
two days time, buy from Morgan
and Heath.
The Woman's Missionary So-
years ago. The cleverest ones
were picked, kodak pictures mad
,.
and many laughs afforded.
B. L. Trevathan was in Padu
-
cah on business on Friday.
SHARPE
-----
A play entitled "Eyes of Love"
will be given at Sharpe high
school auditorium before the
Christmas holidays. Watch for
the date. The cast of cha
racters
are as follows:
Carolina — A negro servant---
Doris Travis.
Gailya — an adopted daughter
--Collet n Johnston.
Reeta — a twh faced friend—
Lillian Woods.
Burt Wood — Rees's brother
—Bale! Alexander.
Mrs. Barry Gailya's foster
-
mother — Ruth Hill.
Lora -- A lively housemaid
—Bernice Alexander.
Clark -- a busy baler --- Char
-
lie Dalton.
Judge Barry — Gailya's fost
er-
father — James Bouland.
Royal Manton — Burt's rival--
Wood Hill.
Jim Rankin — The monacl
ed
man — Wilford Walker.
The community is looking tor-
yard with much interest to the
y farm school to be hel
d




munitY 'meeting at the sc
hool
jag Thursday night, Decem-
" 1927.
The school was preeented with
a splendid new bible by mr,
.E%ans Rudolph. The bible wa
s
I- bought for the school by the 3
Sunday schools in the school d
is-
trict; The Oakland C. P. church,
the Oakland M. E. church and the
Church of Christ. The bible was
received for the school by Mr.
Bond urant.
The senior class of Sharpe
high school is composed of thir.
is teen members. Wilford Walker is
president; 'Wade Hill is vice-
president and Alice Powell is
secretary-treasurer. The class
motto is "1)0 not stare up the
steps of opportunity, but step ap
the stairs." In a meeting recentl
y
the seniors made the follow
ing
resolutions for their past year of
school.
CLASSIFIED MN I
For daily market prices on all
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and I HONEY for sale. J..C. 
Flicks.
veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe WANTED — Information and
eXchange or address Little Cy- number of Singer Sewing machine
ishel ss, Ky., R. 1. tfc it is worth from $8.00 to $30.00 .
to the owner. Send it to R. L. Mc-
ELECTRIC lighting — two men
WANTED TO BUY veils, hogs,
beef cattle, milch cows, anything
In the live stock line. Phone
Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
Vaughn, Benton R. 6. tt
at a cost of $150.00 can have all
conveniences of electricity with
Delco light. L. A. McKee!, Mur-
ray, Ky.
Daniel, Benton, Ky.
,WANTED — Milling corn,i
highest market price paid. Wyatt
Milling Co., Benton, Ky. 1-28p
4CLanriNVITTIKT6WL.Mt..
Still On The Job!
Let Turnbow repair that watch right at
Strow's Drug Store. Also clock and jew-
elry repairing. l'honographs and musical
inetruments repaired. Prices reasonable.
E. M. TURNBOW
STROW DRUG CO.
To eliminate all speech defec
ts. itere,6% Tiau5;iA5
To be a living student whereby 
others may follow and reac
h
success.
To put into practice the golden
rule.
To encourage the freshme
n






MoS ER 's consistently higher
grading w:II make extra
money for you Every tur
you ship us is graded per
sonally by Ernest Moser,
President, •nci Char•ist
Lienharci, Vice- President. A
trial will convince you. Ship
today to this modern fur
company and be sure of
extra money.
Extra Lon Prices
on ell Trappers' Supple.
Muscle Fun Co.. 201 Weer Bldg., St. Mo
Please send mit Fuss your market
reports, taip and price lute
Tore




Our business boosting cam
paign in
fe which a beautiful heavy enameled, $75.00 •
Washington Range will 
be given away I/
• 
' •
• ABSOLUTELY FREE at our store on •




Do your Christmas shppping at our I:
• store and
 in addition to a value 
get a
110 coupon on the range. 
•
• 












The Christmas Gift Store
Supreme is Ready to Serve
YOU—
From the four corners of the earth hav
e these won-
drous "gifts that last" been selected
 for the discriminating
jewelry gift seekers of Western Ken
tucky. We have been
constantly on the alert for the past s
everal months in order
to have for you the elaborate displays
 that you have ever had
the pleasure of choosing from.
We are ready now—and we ihvite
 your selection.
M. MANAS Ca

















In Jac-101.1T.! V.•I, .1
usbions in .! ,
e, finish.1 1,1 rich





are invited to see
of folks have been
and requested ust
and all marked un
ance,may be paid






One of r many special 
values




any fint learved fram











beautiful carved frame of
suite. It is uphol-
a beautiful pattern Of Jae--
lour. Be. sure to pee this
Mg this sale.
179.5
This suite goili.1 make 
. n
Uumber 7 Chirstroaa nacklice, and it Ise
such an sipeasire on&
 -
II 59.50 
suite Includes a darenive.
wing chair and an arm
all covered in Jacquard Velour
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For daily market prices on all
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
exchang,o or address Little Cy- ntiMbell
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From the four corners of the e
arth have these won-
drous "gifts that last" been se
lected for the discrimitgting
jewelry gift seekers of Western
 Kentucky. We have een
constantly on the alert for the 
past several months in der
to have for you theelaborate d
isplays that you have ev
the pleasure of choosing from.
We are ready now--and we 
invit,, your -0•Iecti
MARK CROSS AND CORDO
VA LEA TH















Cpholstered in Jacquard Vel
our,
reversible cushions in • dam
ask.








We wish to announce Our Fifth Ann
ual Xmas Club Living Room Suite Sale
, and you
are invited to see for yourself the 
Great Showing of Suites at this Great S
tore. Lots
of folks have been waiting for this opp
ortunity, some have called, others hav
e written
and requested us to repeat this Sale
. All of our suites are of the very newes
t designs
and all marked unusually low. Onl
y a small payment down is required and
 the bal-
ance may be paid weekly-giving
 you a whole year to pay.
Let us help you make all the famil




One of our many special 
values
In this beautiful three-piece 
bed
davenport suite. Distinctive 
mahog-
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Note the beautiful carved frame 
of
this three-piece suite. It is uphol
-
stered in a beautiful pattern of Jac-
quard Velour. Re sure to see thi
s




This suite would make a 
nice
Chlrstmas package, and i
t isn't
such an expensive one. 
The
$ 5945
0 ,suite includes a 
davenp
all covered in Jacquard Velo
ur.
ort.
wing chair and an arm 
shalt
118-120 N. Fourth St.
CLUB NUMBER 8
You' will haVP a Very Merry
The rt,Veill`*: is of Jacquard ri l
our 45
C mhristas if you gf t this be :utifu
l
three-pl.,re bed davenport suite.























































































Your clm of - era
designs upholstered
In tapestry a n d ve









Tlie davenport opens to a full-size
bed - saves space, saves rent, rp-
holii.44ed in jacqual d velour Wi
th
tapesti.y reversible cushions. A n
Ideal Chri cift for the ho
me.
CLUB NUMBER 10
A benotitu! . suit
e
with f..ics co -
• r•41 in velour. %Ate in-
elude& 3 401 darenpui a *ring




This three-pi..c.. bed davenport suite
13 a real Chirstmas Buy. The suite
is upholstered in Jacquard ielour.
davenport opens to a full size bed,






Most comfortable davenport bed suitet.
have ever shown. $1980with reversib:e cushions, quavIl weel,•yment puts this suite in our hoirse
Paducah, Kentucky
470-zirtotolut, RH0DEs-BuRFoRD











Aunt Lucy Johns n was pairt-
Ifully injured when she accident-Ally fell at her hortie in Benton
shortly after noon thursday.
W. Y. Darnall, of out 8, tran-B./sacted business in 'nton Friclay.An airplane from the isernan
flying‘field, Paductih, was here
'ian$18:n Colin Day; to make pas-"t light. Lucien Strow ac-
1seman an4 ..the..
W.hand. -N\'.1 . _ uti 'i 
.--, trio
ternoon at the horrl
G. Dunn. Their mi biiic110
()petted and clevcr entertei
furnished the children.
Don't buy a range unti
4ee the Martha and R
Washi money-osois, They
made
meter ye on everyby M
We have cleaner merchandiseAkick-
er and better service and always reason-,
able prices.
CAL VERT CITY
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Daublin, of
Paducah spent Sunday with Mrs.
Daublin's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Halstead.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Soloroon and
Mr. and 'dirs. Lawrence Solomon
of Route 2 spent Sunday in Padu-
cah with Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Leonard.
Mrs. Emma Flowers left Tues-
day for Louisville to spend the
winter with her son, Sam Flow-
ers and Mrs. Flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Draffen and
son spent Sunday in Paducah.
Errol G. Norman attended the
funeral of his cousin, Will F. Jor-
dan, at Paducah Sunday.
ter, Miss Bethel, of Palma were
shoppers in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Butler
and Miss Arlee Stahl were visit-
ors in Paducah Sunday.
C. R. Barnes filled his alipoint-
ments at the Baptist church Sun-
day.
Mrs. Sam Marks and Mrs. Billie
Miller of Owensboro were the
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alva A. Miller of Route 1.
Will Kennedy, of Owensboro,
Ky., spent the week end with Mr.
and Mrs. T. F. Kennedy.
Dupree Parker, of Owensboro
was a visitor in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Smith spent
Sunday in Birmingham with
Mrs. Smith's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. Solomon and daugh- Mrs. Marvin Holland.
Wise old Santa knows the best gift
for every family — a high grade Radio
Receiving Set an unfailing bringer of
pleasure to all. Concerts, orchestras, fa-
mous singers, sports events—all these and
more at your finger tips.
We invite you to make a complete in-
spection of our large, fresh Christrrias
stocks while doing your Gift Shopping.
Here are gifts for everyone, from the
least expensive to the higher priced ones,
everyone a great value and that anyone











able (Dr. Fitz of Boston said It
was 1886), the super-preparation
$ de- of articles of diet became preval-
style ent that our great grandmothers
by the would not recognize them as
tobacco
isplayed.lsomething to eat. If there is any
son and way we can some of the
;ing the natural foods of our ancestors,













at Lone Oak to
All-Star' five of
24. The county
team led for three. quarters, the
first time this *Lesson the Pado-
cah team has trailed any oppon-
ent. The Allbritten team is com-
posed of former college stars.
We wish to use the columns of
this paper to thank our friends
and neighbors for the many acts
of kindness shown to us during
the sickness and death of our
dear boy; also Dr. Washburn for
his faithful and efficient medical
service; also Dr. Woodall for his
untiring service; also prother
Gough and other good Christians
who rendered .prayer for his re-
covery; also Mr. Filbeck for his
splendid burial service; also Bro.
Riley for the comfort and conso-
lation extended to us in the fu-
neral service and also the friends
for the floral offerings.
God bless you all is the prayer
of Greenville Copeland and chil-
dren.
No hunting, trespassing on
timber or lands will be allowed
day or night on the lands of the
following named persons without
written permission of the own-
ers, December 1st 1927. — W. G.
Dycus, Don V. Nelson, Myrtle
Brandon, Paul Cross, H. T. Nel-
son, Solon L. Palmer, Don D.
Nelson. ltp
WHAT CAUSES- APPENDICITIS
Next to the removal of teethi
and tonsils, the removal of the
appendix is the commonest sur-
gical operation performed today.
It is the most frequently perform-
ed emergency operation. What
causes such a wide-spread and
dangerous disease.
The experience of Robert Mc-
Carrison, an English surgeon,
seems to suggest one answer. Re-
cently he practiced for nine years
among the natives of northern
India, and although he perform-
ed 3,600 surgical operations dur-
ing that time, he. did not see a
single case of appendicitis. Not!
only that, he did not see a case
of gall-stones, or ulcer or can-
cer of the stomach. In fact, indi-
gestion of all kinds was unknown.1
When he searched for a reason
for this remarkable state of af-
fairs, he discovered that these
people ate foods as near to na-
ture as possible; that is, they
subsisted on milk, eggs, grains,'
fruits and leafy vegetables. They
ate no meat, and the amount of
sugar consumed in a year in a
town of 30,000 inhabitants was
less that that used in a large
New York hqteI in one day!
We do not have to leave our
own country to find examples
similar to his. One hundred and
fifty years ago there was practic-
ally no appendicitis In the United
States. If there had been any con-
siderable number of cases, such
keen medical observers as Benja-
min Rush and Ephriam McDowell
would have found in1 out and left
some record in their writings,
which they did not. The natural
inference may be drawn, there-
fore, that the 'diet of our fore-
fathers of those days must have
resembled the diet of the people
of India, except that our fore-
fathers did eat meat!
Another illustration supporting
the idea that over-preparation of
food may have something to do
with causing appendicitis is
found in the report from a large
city hospital in the Southern part
of Ale United States where it is
shown that appendicitis is four
times more common among white
patients than negro patients.
While negro cooks are noted for
their preparation of luscious rich
dishes for the white folks, when
it comes their time to eat they sit
down to corn-bread and turnip
greens.
During the latter part of the
nineteenth century. when appen-
dicitis first became so fashion-
citis operations.
Had it not been for the camel
in Arabia, the world might never
have discovered butter. The Nat-
ional Dairy council, after consid-
erable research, has traced the or-
igin of butter to the Arabian's
habit of carrying sour milk hi
skin bags across the desert. The
swaying motion of their camel',










After fifteen years of toil, a
synthetic gasoline, the invention
of Dr. Friedrich Sergio*, has been
placed on the market in Germany.
The introduction of the product
in this country is not expected for
some time. At he present time
chemists are at work on the pro-
cess which may greatly reduce
the price of gasoline.
YOU ARE OFFERED:-
1. • A safe depository.
2. A free and accurate re-
cord of expeditures.
3. Business information
4. Courtesy and a desire to
be of real service..
A GOOD BANK FOR GOOD PEOPLE IN A GOOD COUNTY
AND A GOOD TOWN!
Bank of Nlarshall
C 0 0) 11 r\
"Friend to Agriculture and Educltion"
Resources over :5400,000.00Joe L. Price, Pres. B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
Tullus Black, Vice-Pres. J. E. Cross, Asst. Cashier
The showing of Charming Jew-
elry we are displaying this
Christmas is by far the most ex-
clusive and largest in our his-
tory.
Stocks are now ready and mu
urge you to come in NOW and
make your selection. Then, with
a very small deposit we will lay
the gift away until you are ready
for it.
The rices are most attractive
with no sacrifice of quality.
From the solid and valued gift
of Diamonds to the newest Jewel-
ry, Silver and Glassware novel-
ties we believe you will declare
this the' most complete and












DETAILED REPORT MAY BE
SEEN IN JUDGE'S OFFICE
County Agent H. E. Hendricks
announces his annual report
which summarizes extension work
done in Marshall county since
January 1st, both in statistical
and narrative form. Some of the
outstanding activities of exten-
sion work show that with the
cooperation of Hardin, Calvert
and Marshall Counk Ranks two
lime sheds have been built, one
lime bin built, and another bin
filled with lime that had ceased
to function. About 300 tons dis-
tributed thru these sheds this
year. In the dairy projects, four
purebred bulls were placed in the
county thru programs. Car of
purebred heifers sold at auction
at Hardin. Cooperation with dir-
ectors and farmers in obtaining
strawberry shipping point at
Renton, assistance in getiing
pickers, strawberry meetings,
assistance with crown borer in-
spection, fertilizer and cultural
demonstrations were the major
projects in strawberries.
Eleven model poultry huoses
were built thru programs, 16
feeding demonstrations of which
5 were certified flocks, 23 culling
and canonizing demonstrations
were held with good attendance,
one field day and tour was in-
cluded in the program and 9 cer-
tified poultry flocks are under
way.
Eight demonstrations have been
held in terracing, three Jap
demonstrations are under way,
one furnace heated sweet potato
bed built and one sweet potato
demonstration under way. Three
soybean demonstrations empha-
sizing inoculation have been val-
uable.
One farme management school
was held with 13 inventories
taken. Other inventories show
that 20 farmers in the county are
11•1=••••11111111..
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KY.
4-H-H 7 ; ! ' 
Let's 'Make It
"el Merry Christmas"
‘By JAMES EDWARD HUNGERFORD
e, SoOthr RUIr101111
+-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-141-1-;-1-1-4 1 I I i M-i-+
A II FRIEND, irill Christmas mean
IVIr "You 1
A day of blessts rare,
Among good frten s, whose hearts are true. l'eld in relation to extension workWhose happen you'll share ? with attendance of 5328. An of-Will Christmas brkrt: the ones vow 10,e. finial business in the county theThe day with y. to spend?
County Agent traveled 7,426If so, then thank f e One abore.
For you're is " UCK, " y friend!
To some it means 4 cheerless day.With strangers nil ..hcitt,
And not a single sitnshuse I4
T. wipe the shadows out;
And all about ycs• tafte, abould—
Is handets, fowls, and seam;
No lowing friends will gather 'round
T. cheer THEIR lonely hearts!
My friend. will Chrianssas nom to YOU
A home thett's bright with CHEM?
A wife, and laughing children, to.,
And all that life holds dear?
Will Christmas bring you gifts of gold.
And BLESSINGS without end?
Or will you be "out in the cold,"
Without using!. FRIEND?
If YOU are blessed with worldly wealth.
And friends whose hearts are true;
With wife and children; home and health.
My friend it's up to YOU
T. help your friendler filly* men,
Whose lives are dr and gray,
And bring God's suns...ne back again
T. THEM-on Christmas Dar!
556 farmvisits with 312
rent, farms visited, having
' office 'calls and 387 tele-
le calls. 226 days were spent
ha field,and 51 days in the
'P. Three leader trainina
tings have been held with
tendance of 18; 59 method and
•esult demonstration meetings
have been held with attendance
rf 673; 114 other meetings were
miles by auto.
For a detailed study of Ex-
: tenaion work in Marshall county
in 1927 readers may find a com-
plete report in the ffoice of the
County Agent or County Judge
H. H. Raybudn.
keeping complete records of 'their
farm business.
Junior club exhibits were
made at two community fairs,
and the county fair which was
rained out. Four tours made out
of the county are worthy of men-
tion, 125 men from the county
visited the National Dairy Show
at Memphis, 10 farmers attended
the Soils and Crops meeting at
Lexington, 8 farmers attended th
Soils and Crops meeting at May-
field, and 6 farmers were on the
McCracken county fruit tour.
Four Standard Junior 4-H
clubs have functioned through-
the year, at Brewers, Calvert,
Church Grove and Howard's
Grove. 70 club members started
projects, 62 completing. A terrac-
ing demonstration was taken to
Junior week at Lexington, a poul-
try judging team was taken to
the State Fair, one club camp
was held in the county and two
club tours were held.










































C. B. Cox, Plaintiff
Vs.
Clay Powell, U. G. Phillips,
Mrs. Clay Powell, Robert L. My-
re, et al Defendants
IN EQUITY
Ily virtue of a JudstnentOrder of Sale of the Mara
Circuit rourt, rendered at
October term thereof, 1397the above cause for the
One thousand nine hutairt-d
ty--seven and 50-100 dollprs
interest t the rate of 6 per cper annum grvn the 1301 dayMarch. 192 until paid, and








Black Oak agAnters; ttn'
deg. 24' F.. 70 poles to lb
ning.
ALSO:.
Lot No. 7 in the di
of M. J.
i it hdee'd114)‘ such waS
F. Collie i said div
t of date July 22nd,
f corded Lk B. No.
act, the B2Lndie4aAyll:o.fill'AbailuAeirni,14aldnl.n9ltraaRolein8rle8d,ePtr:b:nt'adsthIsq:C4':t:thind
1(boeicnlocg k cOti. nty Ncs'it.in4t2; CourtPs  3a credit of slxj Or a sufficinig descrit,ed due:. thernsa,i
68 acres and % oles, begi
ning at a stake with two o-
des and one Suitor 'tree pld
pointers newly aue-.1Xed- the S. E.
corner of the N. W. Qr. of Sec.
27, T. 5. 3 east; thence N. 5
W. 164).8 poles to "B" a stone
the N. E. corner of the Qr.:.
thence N. 83 deg. 15' W. 67 pol-
es to "C" a stone; thence S. 31/2
deg. E. 161 poles to "D" a stone




















41141hes recently organized an 
woe-





.der. iation to curb 
liventock stealing.
A reward of Stotip 
being nffored
arrest ond convictioa




pri.cltt e purchaser with approv-
ed security or securities must ex-
ecute Bond, bowing legal inter-
est trotn the day of sale until
paid, and having tle.,,*,u•aa..aNd
effect of a judigment. Bidders








General Practice in McCracken
And Marshall








































THE GREATEST MUSIC SALE IN THE HISTORY OF PADUCAH
The Piano You Want for Christmas
For Less Than You Expected to Pay!
McLaughlin's Big Removal Sale I
of Pianos, Players, Phonographs, Etc.
:i'hWorld's Greatest Manufacturers of Quality Pianos --- Thef'alsewin Company---is cooperatilg with us during this sale, màk-
rig possible for us to reduce prices ridiculously low en brand
rz.:v Pianos.
We Must Move by January 1st
You Save 20% to 40% NOW
Never before in McLauglin's history have we madit such drastic reduction on New and Used Pianos and Phono-graphs. Everything from used phonographs at $35 and $40 to Grand Pianos at $1,000 and more are included. We're de-ttermined to make a clean sweep regardless of profit or cost.









Every Piano, Phonograph or small instrument
sold during this sale, or at any other time, is guaranteed to
be just as represented. Remember that this unconditional








it as low as
$32.50
















































































































club work. Plans have been made fo
county far-I eral alfalfa growing demo
three purebred l tions in Jessamine count:.
I year.
ck the Fun of-Eating!
f of indigestion that takes the joy out
168.11T.71Eat what you want and relish every
ful without fear of subsequent (flacons-
... You CAN, if you
Take HER 1:1NE!
pore vegetable tonic that banishes indigestion
oonsupauon and tunes up the *note system.
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANC
offer owners of automobiles, bot
pleas cars and commercial vehicle.
every feguard that insurance cab ere.
again financial loss as a result of fir
theft accident.
0 automobile insurance is backe
by a rganization enjoying wide rec%,
nitio or dependability and service t
polic lders — including that most v•
tal s ice, prompt and satisfactory a




A RR elL0 CK.
4psh n lesr otzt
ye Your Roof Locked--
• Have The Key
More than 5,000 squares of Arr,
I s applied over old wood shingles i
county. Ask the pepole who have on:
There probably is one on yo
hbors house. Listen to those rath
the man who is interested in sellin
something else.
Arro-Lock is the first shingle ai
•d over old wodd shingles and has gi
absolute satisfaction, from the fir
f put on over six years ago. It is ne
experiment but an assured success.
Let us make you an estimate o
r roof. We have the trained labor
•ly them. A good shingle and go•

























V. A. STILLEY, JR.
Dentist
is now located
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth — Good Health
PLANTERS
LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
10th & Ky. Aye. Paducah, Ky.
No storage charges. THE PLANTERS FLOOR will be
under the same management as last year, and the same
honest and high character of service will be given.
Free Box Stalls Free Sleeping Quarters
Daily Sales Open Day & Night
All buyers represented
Tobacco received on Saturdays
"West Kentucky's Best Tobacco Market"
T, BENTON, KY.
ave yo. •een my son?"
said,
me . . . it's time for bedr
gen.' , ruffling back his hair
tumb g up the broad, stone
A 0% •
ou been? she asked him
i .
it iswee dazed look hin his eyes]
As f head be blinded by cokight
So range and,b autiful, that all his sigh T
Sw m in a distan glory. Thert the boy 
, 
tc )
Looked up at her, ntis rosy face all joy,— \
"The cattle stood arat\rid and ate the hay,"\
He said, "and there a 'tiny baby lay
A tiny baby, mother, and I stared
Through one small crack. . . but no'
saw or cared.
The baby's mc\her smiled, and all was gold
Around him like a light. . . and,very old,
Rich men did w,4ship him upon their-kneiST'•
He paused, then ointin -'t3—"Oh
mother, please 
Look out and see that shining,
How big and bright it is! How widTe and far (
sends the light!" So then they bJdrew cs,
near 0
he window to lookout. "And can't you hear
Sweet singing, mother? Tell me, are there
/whip;
child grew drowsy and his curly head
oope liked a flower. Gently to his bed
ther carried hirLAnd there she stayed
\Keling besidectippy yet afraid.
. ® 1921 Western Newspaper Union
The First Cheistmas
NIGHT had descended uponthe hills of Ailed. All was
hushed and still; the earth and
heavens seemed resting in a
great, deep calm. No sound
came to break the stillness.
Even the humble shepherd men
who watched their flocks were
silent—they, too, felt the deep
thrill aud mystery of tile night.
Humble and uneducated as they
Were, they could not fathom
what it all meaut, but in their
I hearts was a sense of awe and
lentwonderment that kept them si-
Then on the darkness of the
night there came out of the
heavens a dazzling light and
the shepherds were frightened.
But an angel of the Lord was
standing beside them and in a
voice that found Its way to their
very hearts told them to fear
not, rather to rejoice instead,
for he was bringing them tid-
ings of great joy, that the long-
looked-for Savior had been born
that night in Bethlehem of
Judea. And when this angel had
finished speaking the glory of
heaven shone brighter all tbout
them, and looking up they be-
held a multitude of the heavenly
host praising God and singing
the song that has echoed since
through all the ages: "Glory to
God in the highest and on 'earth
peace to men of good will."
After the angels had departed
and the dazzling light had van-
ished from the hillside the shep-
herds whisper I among them-
selves, and th-y -decided to leave
their flocks' and go to the little
town of Bethlehem, as the angel
had told them. Over the hills
ind valleys they went, never
pausing until they came to the
humble stable where the Savior
lay. There they prostrated
themselves at His feet, praising
God for the thing that had come
to pass, and telling Mary, His
I mother and Joseph of what they
had seen and heard that night.
Then they departed front His
presence and went their way,
teling all whom they met of the
Savior's coming.
So was It at the first Christ-
malc!--Katherine Edelman.
(a). 1921. Western Newspaper Union.) 0
•
Christmas in Spain
In Span the children seek secret
places among the shrubs and bushes
In which: to bide their shoes and on
Christm4 morning they go out to find
them filled with fruits and candles.—
Farm snit nand].
HERE is one jaunt I hope
never to depriVe my
youngsters of," said a
business man thrt other
day, "and that is the an-
nual trip to the woods
after Christmas greens for the hou,se.
Every year since we were married,
my wife and I have bundled ourselves
up la warm togs and gone out a day
tar two Ware Christmas and gathered
armfuls of spruce and hemlock
brunches, sprays of ground pine, and
occasionally some mistletoe, though
this is rare in our part of the coun-
try.
"After the children came, this ex-
cursion Into the woods became as
much a part of Christmas as the tree,
the stockings, and the dinner. When
we were living out in the suburbs,
near the open woods, we used to go
out and chop down our own Christ-
mas tree and bring it home on a low
sledge.
"Then the time came when we had
to move into town, because of lily
having a good deal of night work, and
it took too long to get way out into
the country late at night. We
couldn't, bring home our own Christ-
nuts tree any more, of course, but we
could, and did, take a whole day to
go out and get our ('hristmas grucns,
and we do it every year. If the
weather is open and there isn't too
much snow, we take' the ear and
drive out to the wood's.
"If there is a great deal of snow
and it is impossible to take the ear
out, we go on the train to .a con-
venient country station, get off and
tramp through the woods, and col-
lect our Christmas decorations. If
we have too large a load to take into
the couch, I find that the baggage
car will bring it in to town for a half-
dollar or so. The spirit of Christmas
comes back with us from the woods,
and the twining of our own greens in-
to wreaths and feitoons means a hun-
dred times more than if we bought
them out of a wooden packing box at
the florist's."
tCopyright.)
NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
Cooperative Marketing Service
THE MARKETING DIVISION OF THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
OF THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA AND ST. LOUIS RAIL-
WAY WILL FURNISH TO PERSONS DESIRING TO PURCHASE
THE NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE FOLLOWING:
FOR SALE
Hickory ashes; vegetable baskets and hampers; boxes and crates;
broom corn; brooms; CATTLE: Aberdeen Angus bulls, cows and
heifers; Guernsey bulls, cows and heifers; Holstein bulls, sows and
heifers; Jersey bulls, cows and heifers; Shorthorn bulls, cows and
heifers; Charcoal; ear and shelled corn; hay, all kinds; honey;
SECOND-HAND FARM IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY: 2-row
corn drill, corn sheller, cultivator, Delco light plant, disc plow, gaso-
line engine, grist mill, Fordaon tractor, Case tractor, wagon scales,
stock scales; log wagon; beech and wilt logs, dogwood and pedsim-
mon timber; molasses; mules; piling; telephone and electric light
poles; locust posts; POULTRY: Jersey Black Giant, Leghorn cock-
erels and pullets, Rhode Island Red, Wyandotte; SEED: Alfalfa,
barley, soy beans, cane, crimson clover, lespedeza, saplin clover,
sweet clover, corn, grass, millet; peanuts, peas; rye; buck wheat;
STRAW; SHEEP: Grades ewes, Hampshire rams; SWINE: Berk-
shire, Duroc Hersey, Pyland China; cord wood.
HAVE YOU ANY IDLE LAND? GROW TREES. KEEP FIRE OUT
OF THE WOODS.
AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE FOR SALE AT 50c PER TON
Agricultural limestone, running around 96c in lime carbonates,
may be had at Nashville, Chattanoogo & St. Louis Railway quarries
at Cumberland, Ala., at fifty cents (50c) per ton, f. o. b. The gross
cost to the fmarere for this material will thus aggregate fifty cents
per ton, plus the freight rate. In view of the small revenue realized
from this material, we request our patrons to order in not leas than
25 ton lots. A new 3-16 inch screen has been installed to replace the
1-4 inch screen heretofore used, which admitted some coarse ma-
terial.
TO PRODUCERS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION THE
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PERSONS BY WHOM THE FOL-
LOWING COMMODITIES ARE
WANTED
CATTLE: Guernsey. 60 Hereford steers, Holstein heifers and cows,
Jersey cows, bulls' arid heifers; ear corn; Angora goats; SECOND-
HAND FARM IM LEMENTS AND MACHINERY: Feed cutter, sil-
age cutter; PHA TON BUGGY; lime crusher; Delco light plant;
feed grinder; feed mill; 1-set 50 ton, double beam, Fairbanks wa-
gon scales; POULTRY: White, brown and buff Leghorn; Rhode
Island Red hens, Wyandotte hens and cockerels; SHEEP: 1 or 2
cars grade ewes; ISWINE: Duroc Jersye sows, Poland China boars,
sows and gilts; SEED: alfalfa, alsike clover, crimson clover, Les-
pedeza, red and sweet clover, seed corn, winter turf oats.
BREEDERS OF lAVESTOCK .AND PRODUCERS OF FIELD, GAR-
DEN AND ORCHARD PRODUCTS FOR SALE EXCEPT SUCH AS
REACH THE MARKET THROUGH ESTABLISHED AND LOGICAL
CHANNELS, ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE TO THE UNDER-
SIGNED COMPLETE DESCRIPTION, QUANTITIES AND OTHER
NECESSARY INFORMATION OF SUCH COMMODITIES.
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON ALFALFA, SILOS, PEANUT
AND SOY BEAN OIL MANUFACTURE AND LIME IN AGRICUL-









af Firestone Tires, the result of
the GUM-DIPPING process,
. assure "Most Miles per Dol-
lar."
Come in d let us explain
the Gum-Di ng process and
its advantages. You will be con-














-1 me . . Ifs time for bed!
g‘ 'tti, 'ruffling back his hair
cumbIt7 up the broad, stone
nL utiful, that all his sight74`• t
distant,ent/...Thett the boy
t her, hls rosy face all joy,— \\ /
ood and ate the
th,-re sinv babN
- y•  mct4er, and I stared -
•c srriJI crack . . . but no
• 71-1,•••—•
;IC /11l)t;:(7 SZTIlled, and all was gold
1:kc a light ... anchuery old,
tsu him upon theo-knce,C--
,,zyttingi .
•
, , s.L.c tIL.it shining, shinIng_.s&-r! -
ou. J.nd bri:ht it is! How'wide and far (
tmL t'itc So then they b&b drew cs'
to look out. "And can't you hear
Tell me, are ihere
,
... and angels flying tirough
t;:c night7-
gr1.4.' drowsy and his curly head
oored liked a flower. Gently to his bed
is rik•: her carried _hgr.i. And there she stayed
neelirg besid4,121,-,1-Itappy yet afraid.
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lima: is .ne jaunt I hope I
never to deprive my
youngsters of.- said a I
business. man the other
day. "and that is the an-
nual trip to the woods
ufter Christmas greens for the house.
ery year since %%e were married.
To* wife and I have bundled ourselves
up in warm tugs and gone out a day
oe two bature Christmas and gathered
armfuls of spruce and hemlock
brancIles, sprays of ground pine, and
occasionally some mistletoe, though
th.s Is rare In our part of the coun-
try.
"After the children came, this ex-
cursion into the woods became as
much a part of christruas as theIree,
the stockings, and the dinner. When
we were living out in the suburbs,
over the open woods, we used to go
out and chop down our own Christ-
mas tree and brine it home on ri; low
sledge.
'TI.en the time came when we had
-NI, into tewn, because 4,f 103'
)1111 inza maid deal of night work, and
It took too long to get way out into
the couttry late at night. We
t be!ng home our own Christ-
1:105 iroo any more, of course, but we
could, and did, take a whole day to
:11 out and get our Christmas gr.ons,
mid we lo it every year. If the
weather it open and there isn't too
touch snores we take the car, and
drive out to the woods.
"If there is a great deal of snow
and It is impossible to take the ear
out. we go on the train to.a con-
xenient country station, get off and
trump through the woods, and col-
lect our Christmas decorations. If
we have too large a hnid to take Into
the coach, I find tbut the baggage
cur will bring it in to town for alialf-
&liar or so. The spirit of Christmas
comes back with as from the woods,
and the twining of our own greens Ito+
to wreaths and festoons means u hun-
dred times more than if we bought
theta out of a wooden packing box at
the florist's."
icatarisse)
THE MARKETING DIVISION OF T E
OF THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANO G
WAY WILL FURNISH TO PERSON D
THE NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF H
Hickory ashes; vegetable baskets an h
broom corn; brooms; CATTLE: Abe de
heifers; Guernsey bulls, cows and hei er.
heifers; Jersey bulls, cows and heifel ;
heifers; Charcoal; ear and shelled co'
SECOND-HAND FARM IMPLEMEN1
•corn drill, corn sheller, cultivator, Del 1
line engine, grist mill, Fordson tract ,
.stock scales; log wagon; beech and o
mon timber; molasses; mules; piling t
poles; locust posts; POULTRY: Jer
erels and pullets, Rhode Island Red, W
barley, soy beans, cane, crimson do e
sweet clover, corn, grass, millet; pea u
STRAW; SHEEP: Grades ewes, Ha p
shire. Duroc Hersey, Poland China; c
HAVE YOU ANY IDLE LAND? GR
OF THE W
AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE FO
Agricultural limestone, running aro
may be had at Nashville, Chattanoogo
'at Cumberland, Ala., at fifty cents (5
cost to the fmarers for this material
per ton, plus the freight rate. In view
from this material, we request our pa
25 ton lots. A new 3-16 inch screen h
1-4 inch screen heretofore used, whi
terial.
TO PRODUCERS WILL BE FURNIS1
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PER
LOWING COMMODITIES ARE•
W ANTED
CATTLE: Guernsey. 60 Hereford stee s
Jersey cows, bulls arid heifers; ear c r
HAND FARM IMPLEMENTS AND 1%
age cutter; PHAETON BUCGY; lim
feed grinder; feed mill; 1-set 50 tonl
gon scales; POULTRY: White, brovi
Lsland Red hens, Wyandotte hens an
cars grade ewes; SWINE: Duroc Jer.
sows and gilts; SEED: alfalfa, alsik
pedeza, red and sweet clover, seed cor
BREEDERS OF LIVESTOCK AND P
DEN AND ORCHARD PRODUCTS F
REACH THE MARKET THROUGH E
CHANNELS, ARE INVITED TO COM
SIGNED COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
NECESSARY INFORMATION OF S
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON
AND SOY BEAN OIL MANUFACTU.
TURE WILL BE MAILED TO ANY
The extra-Wearing qualities
af Firestone Tires, the result of
the GUM-D1PPING process,
assure "Most Miles per Dol-
Come in and let us explain
the Gum-Dipping process and
its advantages. You will be con-







AND ST. LOUIS RAIL-
IRING TO PURCHASE
FOLLOWING:
pers; boxes and crates;
Angus bulls, cows and
Holstein bulls, sows and
orthorn bulls, cows and
hay, all kinds; honey;
D MACHINERY: 2-row
ht plant, disc plow, gaso-
se tractor, wagon scales,
gs, dogwood and pedaim-
phone and electric light
ack Giant, Leghorn cock-
ndotte; SEED: Alfalfa,
lespedeza, saplin clover,
peas; rye; buck wheat;
're rams; SWINE: Berk-
ood.
LE AT 50c PER TON
96c, in lime carbonates,
t. Louis Railway quarries
per ton, f. o. h. The gross
thus aggregate fifty cents
the small revenue realized
to order in not less than
en installed to replace the
dmitted some coarse ma-
ON APPLICATION THE
S BY WHOM THE FOL-
Holstein heifers and Cows,
• Angora goats; SECOND-
HINERY: Feed cutter, sil-
usher; Delco light plant;
uble beam, Fairbanks wa-
nd buff Leghorn; Rhode
ockerels; SHEEP: 1 or 2
sows, Poland China boars,
lover, crimson clover, Les-
inter turf oats.
UCERS OF FIELD, GAR-
SALE EXCEPT SUCH AS
BLISHED AND LOGICAL








Junior agricultural club work ? Plans have been made for sev-
Influenced a Bracken county far- eral alfalfa growing demonstra-
roer to purchase three purebred tions in Jessamine county next
Jersey heifers.
Rid yourself of indigestion that takes the Joy out
of life ... Eat what you want and relish every
mouthful without fear of subsequent discorns
fort ... You CAN, if you
Take BEER INE•
—the pure vegetable tonic that banishes indigestion
and consupation and tones up the whole system.
We offer owners of automobiles, both
pleasure cars and commercial vehicles,
every safeguard that insurance can erect
against financial loss as a result of fire,
theft or accident.
Our automobile insurance is backed
by an organization enjoying wide recog
nition for dependability and service to
policyholders — including that most vi-
tal service, prompt and satisfactory at-
tention to every claim.
Have Your Roof Locked---
We Have The Key
More than 5,000 squares of Arro-
Locks applied over old wood shingles in
this county. Ask the pepole who have one.
There probably is one on your
neighbors house. Listen to those rather
than the man who is interested in selling
you something else.
Arro-Lock is the first shingle ap-
plied over old wood shingles and has giv-
en absolute satisfaction, from the first
roof put on over six years ago. It is not
an experiment but an assured success.
Let us make you an estimate on
your roof. We have the trained labor to
apply them. A good shingle and good
workmanship equal a good roof.
M RS. BRIGGS sat at the windowlooking out at the snow. Mrs.
Fenn sat at the opposite window.
"Mrs. Fenn," said Mrs. Briggs, "did
you always have a turkey for Christ-
rime?"
Mrs. Fenn sighed. "Yes, we always
had a big one, an' Pa used to say no-
body on earth could roast a turkey
better or make better Muffin' than I
could. We always had a tree, too."
"So did we." said Mrs. Briggs, "till
Emmy died, then we got clear out of
the notion. Christhms ain't no fun
without a chick or it child tu Os fur."
The door opened And in came Mrs.
Murphy. "Girls," sthe said, "there's
the mates( little boy in the hospital.
lie's an orphan; he broke his leg an'
they brung him here last night. An'
when I wuz elanin' In there jest now
he sez to me, 'Will Santa Claus come
to the poor farm tonight?' I sez; 'Sure
Mike."
"What a pity," sighed Mrs. Fenn
"Shame on yerself," cried Mrs. Mur-
phy. "We got to make Christmas fur
him."
"I got a red pettlectat—it's too full,"
said Mrs. Briggs. "I could make him
some mittens."
"Grand." said Mrs. Murphy. "Who
wouldn't be plazed with red mittens!
Now you be thinkIn' an FP come
back."
In about twenty minutes she re-
turned bearing some cedar boughs.
"I thought we'd tie them together
an' have a tree. Old Mr. Gates Is
loin to town an' he's gonna buy four
candles at the Lino:int store."
"Then he can get a bag of marbles
and a horn," cried Wag Fenn; "I got
twenty cents."
"Grand," said Mrs. Murphy. "An'
here is four ears of popcorn the gar-
dener jest give me. Miss Fenn, you
pop 'em an' we'll string It fur the
tree."
The next night Mrs. Briggs and Mrs.
Fenn were sitting at their accus-
tomed windows.
"He even liked the mittens," suid
Mrs. Briggs.
"Jest as %yell as he did the horn and
marbles." replied Mrs. Fenn genner'
ously.
"Wasn't It Illgant to have ol' Mr.
Flom with his white whiskers for
Santa Claus?"
"Au' when you rung the dinner bell
an' laid 'Whoa, you reindeers.' I could
have died a-lafiln.!
"An' wasn't the tree pretty?'
"And wasn't he sweet when he said
Merry Chrlstmas!"—Jane Roth.
(ra. 1927. We.tern N.wwpap,r union I
BETTER-LATE-THAN-
NEVER XMAS GIFT
ip.,'VERY other teacher In 4:runt
actool received some sort of a
CI Hanna* remembranee from their
kiddies but me," was the mournful
naismage that drifted through the trim-
soin of the Mattoeks honeseto the ears
of , Dorothy Littleton and Grace Car-
ter. "I've tried so hard to please them
iind I love everyone of them, but 1
kuuss I'm just a dismal failure,"
True enough, the girls of the gram-
mar room of the Grant school thought
to break Miss Niattocks. their teacher,
of I being strict with them, they would
see that she received no Christmas
present. They had gotten It into their
fair heads that Miss Mattocks was
their enemy, hut now—Dorothy and
Grace had discovered that Miss Mat-
tocks was only human and that—well,
It couldn't be possible—she loved
them.
About ten o'clock, the Mattocks sis-
ters were startled by the peal of their
doorbell. Most every student of the
grammar room of Grant school was
there on the little porch. "We thought
we would do something different this
year," they chimed when she opened
the door. They had brought along a
gay tree, all decorated end a whole
shower of nice preseuta. Perhaps
these were last-minute presents, but
Miss Mattocks didn't know that, and
since the children were sorry for the
way they had misjudged her and she
was so happy, what did it matter?—
L. B. Lyons.
((e), 1927. Woitern N•wmpaper Union.)
In bygone times in "merrie" Eng-
land, Christmas used to last two
weeks, until Twelfth night. Now one
day suffices unless we Include the cus-
toma.y 30-day shopping drive.—Cap-
per's Weekly.
Christmas in Bohemia
The children In Bohemia are taught
to listen on Christmas Eve for a
chariot, drawn by two beautiful white
horses, hearing the Christ child and
the gifts He will distribute among them.
—Farm and Ranch.
Christmas in Italy
The children of Italy are taken to
the churches and cathedrals where
they receive their gifts from the Bam-





Anglo-Saxon drinking pledge, taken
with the wassail bowl, containing a
concoction called "lamb's wool," made















"Step on the gas", get yoUt
increased a third.
And again and again, as (11" Ars
a flash,
Mr. Brinkley uttcrt.p-e on the
Gas."
There's .1,11r, Darnall, who also
• .....04•04'his best,
But he says: "Step on the Gas",
Just the same as the rest.
The girls all say when they start
to laugh,
Mrs. Nola yells "Skip It", and
"Step on the Gas."
Then there's Mr. Brinkley, whom
we dare not sass,
Quietly commanded, "Step on the
Gas."
If the work's hard and tedious,,
And We say we can't do it.
We have to "Step on the Gas"
and go right through it.
"Step on the Gas". Get ous six
hundred,
They said it so loud, I thought it
had thundered.




Se fey have succ.eded in teach-
lug us at last,
That the way to ". uccess"
Is to "Step on the
If through the mill
This paper chances to pas.,
Please bear in mind, "We're
Stepping on the Gas." '
Botanists rather than geologists
were required to solve a recent
mystery in Alaska—the appear-
ance of a fine yellow dust that
was at first supposed' to be ash
from a distant volcano. Examin-
ation showed that the substan,
was pollen from spruce trees.
Make someone ilrett71:einlye hcii...;appYuntllas.i  m7 :fling.
tag pa Own diseiesd.
masa yo.tiG viiiii.e a Bu i ck for 
1928.5tivery bcr
WICIN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARB BUILT, BUICK WILL. BUILD TWITS
Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless proces's and our work
in general.
Tliis store is the guide to Christmas happiness.
Lovely, charming, newly designed gifts of highest quality
This is the 63rd Christmas that we are faithfully
and honestly serving the people of this section. Each pur-
chase made here is exactly what it is represented to be and of
honest values. Stocks are complete with hundreds of Gifts
that will be treasured long after the happy Christmas day.
tIt, 7,uwatit*
, , , rica'a nitfol .1 II
vik ,1,3co tentlan ‘4 V I

















"And I don't got the Christmas gifts
I like."
Chriatinus, the season for the
newel of old friendships. for t he fi
getting of tfifferenees. for the eKprep•
sion of good will and kindness. I. lie a'.
The Fleming County fiscal
Court has decided to employ a
county agricultural agent, begin-
ning with the first of the year.
T TO MAKE FOR
CI i :ZISTMAS





04111 ,a arociate a ioetlieo
t1ael or any' at  •











wets :,10 tu ***aru1111."b 1114k2.-1
lP7 an. always acceptable.
la alr,,aitt skilled In ban-
tould 1., unwise to attempt
ac. but t ('(I V) carilloatrd cov-
scrap- of wall paper may
244'4,,hasket should he
aqua re, with a carlibbard bottom pasted
in. The wide ribbon may be run
through slits near the top and tied In
a bow at pne corner. &ailing MI! will
also lend distinction, and this torso of
decoration may he used on wicker bas-
ks as well.
A dainty lingerie perfumer which
any woman or 'girl would prize eau be
motto by •saving the fattals of red
roaes. Theme are dried and statinkled
with salt. and should be stirred every
morniug for about ton days. 'For two
quarts of petals, mil separately quar-
ter ounee each of ground mace, cloves;
and allaplee, half ounce ground cinna-
mon, two ()mates powdered orris root.
and quarter .pound dried lavender
flowers. Any other flowers that retain
their fragrimee after drying (lay be
added. T1113 mixture (or any other
recipe for pot-poerri) 15 added to the
rose petals.
A cupful or more of tluyse dried
petals are (lieu tied in a hag of silk
or nresh and finished with an artificial
flower or any other dainty top. If
preferred, smaller ones may be made.
ciDatainitig about half a cupful each.
These 81141111d he presented In groups
of t h IT e:, ; :ford.
For Everyone On Your List
at a Price You Want to Pay!
Our store is teeming with a large stock of lovely
Christmas Jewelry and many other suggestions from' which
you' are sure to find the right gift for the right one—a gift
that will last and be certaii to please.
And when you buy your gifts here you'll find us
here next year to back them us as they should be.
Choose "HER" Christmas Can-
dies from our large selection of
WHITMAN'S — the best candy
manufactured. Wrappect in dain-
ty and charming boxes.
irs NOT TOO LATE TO
ORDER CHRISTMAS CARDS.
Those friends to wh.--1
can't afford a p-msen:—st.nd
them a Christmas _rd.
.Our process engraving
mirably fill the demand, and
is very reasonably priced.
SELECT NOW!
Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Service"
KENTUCKY





Pointed Heel Silk to top.
-I Many desirable colors, all
first quality, sizes 8 to
10
Trench Coats
With Cap to Match
Fine quality, Felt Lined,
two large pockets, belted.
Red Green, Blue. Size-
ii to 16 years
WCMEN'S
KID CLOVES
Imported quality i n









,;iiique colors — M'rrop
Brit :h and Comb. At
boxed for
Boy 's Hi Top Shoes
SIZES (11 TO 131:2) (1 TO 6)
Moceirin style toe with composition or
leather soles, one and two buckle strap
















Size, (sq to 134) I
Patent or tan blucher style
hdowns in pate at it other




With Large Shawl Col-




Many clever styles to
select from in newest
Winter Shades, Sizes
13 to 52 It.
Trench Coats
of fine quality Leatherette,
Felt Lined, Red, Green,
Blue, Tan, Black. Belted
style, 2 roomy pockets.





One and Two-Piece cf
feels. Fla.re mJekl
and othe-a.
Dreases for every ocsai.
ion in every new shade
Silk Negligees
Makes a wonderful gift
of fine Crepe (le China.
beautifully trimmed with
lace. Pastel shade s.
Sizes 36
to 41—
Gift Boxed Hd'k'fs. 39, Real Leather Purses
n! 
98,
3 in a box, many novelty desig Splendid assortment oh Pouches ani
in plain or colors Flat styles in novelty leathar. colors
Lace Neckwear Sets 49
Collar and cuff combinations. Prett
styles, nicely boxed for gift
Rayon Silk Slips 98Tailored style with ruffled flouncesoft grade 'knit Rayon, all colors
Wom. Flannel Gown: 98
Long Sleeve, double embroidery
yoke Full cut, good cotton flannel
Fancy Crepe Gowns 98
Genuine Windsor Crepe, in plain e)
culoas; novelty embroidered trim_
Women's Silk Scarfs 
98
Printed novelty effects, long length
good quality Crepe de Chine
Shoe Tree Sets
Silk ribbon covered; packed in
beautiful box with gift card
Washable Gloves
Prc-ahrunk Chatualatude with many
style turn'aack cufTs, light colors .
Infants'
1 irst Step Shoe








Sizes (8% to 2)
Patent leather with mouse
colored tops, also styles i
nlain materials at $1.97.
Silk Boudoir Caps 4 4cLace trimmed in Pink. Blue andMaize; daintily made for gilt appeal
Fancy Leather Belts Er 9c
Just the kind now being used i
Suedes an bright shades __
Imported Gowns
All hand sewn and hand embroi-
dered _yokes. in litany colors . .
Fancy Knit Bloomers 49
Contrasting colors, double elastic
knee, full cut and will made
Women's Bib Aprons 39
Novelty prints in tub fast percal
Tie back, slip on
Women's .Sateen Slipz 9$Regular size. plain or stripes; alaialpaca, wide clarible l'em____
Long Sleeve Hoovers
Plain white .or colors. Regulation
style, well mo.q._




Baby Walking Dresses 98c
Baby Dresses 39c
Baby Record Books  .49c
Baby "Zip-On" Leggings $2.98
Baby Silk Bonnets  98c
WOMEN'S
SWEATERS
Choice of Slip on or
Coat Styles in Silk and
wool or brushed Wool.
Many colors.
$2"
Baby Bath Robes 98c
Baby Buntings $1.98
Baby Sacque Sets $1.29
Baby 'Hand Made' Dresses 79c
Baby "Esmond" Blankets 69c
Baby Knit Leggings 98c
Baby "Kapok" Pillows  49c
T h e y'r e delii0t fully
made of Felt and Vel-
vet and Velvet a n d
Metal Cloth Combina-
tions. heAsizes





lined at_yrIes, 2 to 14
years of Jerseys,
Serges, Wool Fabrics.
• Every sant- v.) CIQ
I ed colui sDLisa0
4-piece Lor...4.•
with ve.:s. )) '
17 yet-,
'tool Pied.
%tyke Sims to l'_'
Shi I..,,
C OATS
Large Ben, I a
collar, tan )1,,I*-
3 pockets, P.( It
around. Sizes b 01
Is years.
REGULAR 50 CENT
$1.00 Coty's Fa*. Powder
$1.00 Princess Pat Powd.
60 Forhans Tooth Paste
5c Williams 1Mtg Soap
25c Cuticura Scalp





$1.00 Wild Rcat Hair
jamb.seglIlltause. siFF't-- • AK"' . 1111stas-^6110Nnwessill
isr
• trittifortbeAtaut
Shirtse or  9 receivers3 
Pc. SmcHr,g Fet
Brass metal ST 98'cloth 




The variety of colors




• brass metal fasteners--
ilPitnry collar, \ mine
it(
1 I'lamn whatiar attache...  Hundreds of new designs to please
Men's Pajamas
. 2-piece Silk Frov trimmed in wliiU
the most critical 
1.:eckn yb• a(n.(dqut_s_. (:...ul-
Gift Boxed Ties
ic
and colors. All Ares 
Tan Japanese ,ilk_ /pongee with
hand. drawn borchIs..' 
2Popnrg.eLoe Silk H'dk'fs.
hake of any flue
lit:e attractively
. Si!' Sport 'Hose
yea Silk in Ales and soy
checks. All sire 
Sillc and Wool Hose
Full fashioned Awe un
faucy patterns. As Ages
Fancy Boxed Belts
Separate engravi I initial ot,
buckles, cowhide leathei
Pure Silk Scarfs
Radium Silk wull printed
and scroll effects 
3 Initial Hdlifs.
Iloxed set, pla:ti IIIcoiured
us several color
Boxed qiarter Sets
Pair of Gart ,1at.
nicely packed ai
White Silk Hdlefs.
nne '-lade Jan Yiii; ;, ,1
' ta leeted men', g 'I
9, Van Heusen CollF.rsA da.l.1 r.;1 .I
C Barbosa' Shay. Crean- 25c
N aily far ie., 
.tpa reciat(•(i by t If no 1:
Men's Wool Gloves
Fine quality 13-
Knit nicei, reen:•° •
Men's Dress Caps
VALUES TO $3.50$ VALUES TO $5.00
ingly prices for








t lined, heavy Rea',,
olor. Sateen ;wickets. A:I
II :o m n' s lute
I. sir -1' rim,11ed
With Large Shawl Col-




Inv clever styles to
t from in ne‘v.,,t
\\ Sh:1•1(,-.
Trench Coats
quatit, I eat herette.















S,. , to 2)











Flat styles in novelty
Silk Boudoir
1..1 slimed in Pi
Ma rso claim ay made
Imported Go
All hand sewn and
clered .yekts. in man
knee. full sat and a
Women's Bi
Novelty print.: in tt
ne back, 111 cn
Women's Sa





Baby ('repella Coats.._ __$2.98
Baby Sweaters 
Baby Walking Dresses____98c
'Baby Dresses • 39c
Baby Record Books 49c
Baby "Zip-On" Leggings $2.98
Baby Silk Bonnets 98c
Choice of Slip on oi
Coat Styles in Silk and


























nd Made' Dresses 79c
smond" Blankets 69c
it Leggings 98c
apok" Pillows  49c
(I iF1t I till)















lined stiles, 2 to 14
years of Jerseys,
Serge*, sWool Fabrics.
eEvecrysh:it- $2d olo .98
4-piece Longie Suits
with ve;,'s. Sizes h to
17 yer.".t. (oafs art
..vool lined, tailoret




4 pockets, Belt all
around. Sizes 8 to
IS years.
REGULAR 50 CENT
$1.00 Coty's Face Powder 79c
$1.00 Princess Pat Powd. 79c
60 Forhans Tooth Paste 44c
5c Williams Mug Soap _Ac
25c Cuticura Soap 18c
50c Ingrams Shav. Cream 37c
You Will Find Here the Same Quality
Merchand:se As Sold In Upstairs
Dopartmiants of Came- Paducah Stores.
(S1,'e do not carry or I We operate 32 cash
sell seconds of any Department Stores
kini at any t;ase. in 32 other cities.
''l: 1:
• 
•0.11 • a e (It.,)/NA
•,.47.:*.1.1. 7:, I:. 11 1... 411 '. ;Lail litin.f.57:1 It',1,..: ::
,,i,4 'l it 1 it 1 L 
: "
LA 4-1.? Ili 1 fiiN 'i lio ill,  -
,.
•• .7' ‘iA Oft 4111 ,l' ',!';
I . 4044110..
i •,.---' -, .
:75c. Pond's Creams 25c
$1.00 Wild Root Hair Tonic
79c
50c Hinds Honey and Al-
mond Cream 37c
50c La Voris 37c
sissiirr--- ..1113-zz-rfF"- -110"---,m111.110.01111.10011111W
trittiforotfinan
Plain white or f$ncv colors. 
C°1- 
98c 3 Pc. Smoking Set
Brass metal and slass tray and ash C
Broadcloth Shirts
tar attached or ckband 
receivers ,
Gift Boxed Ties 3 Initial Hd'k'fs.
Hundreds of new designs to please C
the most Critical_
'-piece Silk Frog I aimed in white 
98cMen's Pajamas
and colors. All 5 , 
Pongee Silk H'dk'fs. e
Tan Japanese pongee wait
hand drawn bordei  
39,
2P or
Cha istifi of any or. Ane qu)111ty
lis:e attractively foxed .
. .
Silk Sport Hose
Furs) Silk in s' :es and soprty
checks. All sizes
Silk and Wool Hose
Full fashioned pure wool mixed
69c
tadcy patterns. All sizes. 
Fancy Boxed Belts 98
Separate engraved initial on plain
buckles. cowhide leather. 
C
Pure Silk Scarfs
Radium Silk with printed
and scroll effects_ 




The variety of colors




Boxed set, plain or colored borders
in several colors.___
Boxed Garter Sets 49Pair of Gan rs and Ann Band,nicely packed in Holiday box .-
V-Neck Sweaters 98Heather mixtures in coat style, 2pockets. Sizes 36 to 46 ------ _
rine grade Jap Silk. ideal for
White Silk Hd'k'fs. 69
selected men's gift _ _ _
Van, Heusen Collars
A daily necessity always useful
Buy a dozen
Barbosol Shay. Cream 25A suply for reserve would always
be appreciated by the men _____
Men's Wool Gloves' 98Fine quality Brswn or Black
Knit nicely reenforeed 
Men's Dress Caps 98Fancy mixture woolens illsevsiai new shapes 





Priced at these amaz-










et lined, heavy Bea
color, Sateen wickets. .1
sizes.




Choice of heavy weight
slip on or Coat style also
light weight Jersey.
NECKTIES
Hundreds of patterns in





scenic designs and ruf-
fled 1:blion 
98Crims 




























And cries aloud hat'i ss














Be bad 12.15414ft but yesterday1
----- "Ms 'nth began to laU,
Be leered the reindeer and Ite ski,:li
Were but r Wiry tale;
for someone said-but they were wrong,
The prayed-lor toys are here.
The Milt that he has held so long.
Still shines, serene and clear.
By MINNA IRVING
In Family Harald and Star
OH' CHRISTMAS LAND it not so far,It's jiat across the hall
Within the little living room
Where holly decks the wall.
Right in the middle stands a tree
With crimson tinsel gay,
And strange end wondrous is the trait
It bears on Christmas Day
An apple and an orange grow
Upon the same green bough,
A wagon and a rocking lio'rse.
A sled and spotted cow;
And nuts and sparkling sugar plums,
And drums and skates and horns,
And dolls with flaxen tresses drop
Like pears on windy morns
But only little boys and girls
That always mind at school
And know their daily lessons wen,
And try to keep each rule,
And say their prayers both morn and night,
Can hope to join the band
Of happy children round the tree

















required to again 
score, to
determine the wIliser'
The score by 04arte
First quarter:
after a test jr
life. gs Wickliffe center
adds aybether rainbow net. After
a mad scramble Cornwell scores
fo; Calvert. Howard duplicates,
tying the score. Rollings gets a
free throw. With one minute to
play Cornwell gets two free
















..ne 1.6 tu 
16,
By LELIA MITCHELL THORNTON
io Ohio Fanner
73  ors Christmas mean but tont, turtatbsAnti glraining mistletoe:
OW princess pine our halls to num"
eh. no! 3 think not sa.
31 means in ?lash's manger-bet
One bole Chi-Alums morn.
el Z:labila'a line a 7.J.;abc t
libe tins of Lincs. Sias bras.
Mors Christmas mean but ringing kcIls
Zhili beepers clianteb low;
Out serinsiis efab anti banquets 'strati!
O's. no! dunk not so.
It means in eLa n strimslins brart
IT gentle spirit birth.
iIl each shall kcr. "C5aob to men,"
anb peace o'cr all the earth.
. teams
(ad lock.
d t - Morefield•
lington cores 
scores. Morefield duplicates with
a rainbow net and the game endse pass for Wick-
24 to 20 in favor of Calvert.
Stice playing his first game at
guard did exceptionally well, and
he and Freeman worked together
fine. Billington and Rollins were
best for Wickliffe.
The yell is in memory and ap-
preciation of Miss Novell Hum-
phrey and Mary Helen Gregory,
yell leaders at the game, accom-
panied by Miss Gladys Greer at
the piano.
Those playing on the Calvert
teams were:
Boys - Forwards, Cornwell, 10
and Howard 8; Center Solomon;
Center Morefield, 6; Guards,
Stiee and Freeman.
Girls - Forwards, Cornwell
and Smith. 4; Center Blackwell,
-1; I.. Holland 2 and B. Holland.
4.
Wickliffe Boys - Forwards,
Billington, 12 end Giles; Center,
Rollins, 8; Guards, Phillips and
Thompson.
Girls - Hunter and Whites;
Center Rollins, 2; Guards, Kane,
2 and Kennedy.
The Calvert City boys will
meet Lowe's boys and the girls
will- play Reidland girls at Reid-
land Friday night, Dec. 9th.
In His Christmas Package After
YOUR Name, He Will Look for OURS
 That's the sure way of his knowing the gift will
please. He'll know that every effort was nude both by
you and by us to see that the gift suits.
Here are a few suggestions:
Neckwear $1.00 to $ 6.00
Mufflers $1.50 to $10.00
Handkerchiefs 26c to $ 2-00
Suspenders  50c to $ 3.50
Gloves  50o to $10.00
Smoking Jackets _$7.50 to $15.00
Lounging Robes___$5.00 to $35.00
Silk Hosiery  75c to $ 3.00
Golf Hose  90c to $ 5.00
Belts $1.00 to $ 3.00
Belt Sets $2.50 to $ 5.00
Suits, Topcoats and Overcoats
$30 to $55
Other Hand-Crafted Clothes, $20.00 and up
Hickey-Freeman Customized Suits and
A Wonderful Se-
lection of Novelty
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and interest of the 
paper.
The 7'ribune-Demo




er, giving to the ,
people of this count
y a full and faith
ful newspaper ser-
vice without prejud
ice toward any opi
nion, belief or pol-
icy that does not 
conflict with the bes
t interests of any
people; yet without fe
ar to criticise wha
t appears to be
wrong and to endors
e that which appears
 to be right with-
out regard to the p








met at her hom
e
Sunday November
 20th, to cele-












re: Mr. J. W.
Hendrickson, Mr. an
d Mrs. T. J.
Hendrickson and 
family. Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Hendr
ickson and fam-
ily, Mr. C. G. 
Hendrickson and
family. Mr. and 
Mrs. Chas. Mc-
Gregor, Mr. and M
rs. John Mil-
ler, Mr. and Mrs.
 Clint McGreg-
or, Mr. and Mrs.
 Sherman Hen-
drickson, Mr. and 











family. Mr. and 
Mrs. W. H. Hen-
drickson, Mr. and
 Mrs. ' J. M.
Hendrick:ton and s
on, Mr. J. A.
Hendrickson and 
children. Mr.
and Mrs. Paul 
Hendrickson, Mr.





























Honor roll for 5th
 month.
Primer — Lucile 
Stokes.
1st. Grade — Ir
ene Stokes.
2nd Grade — Louis
e Stokes.




3rd Grade — An
nobel Newton,
Verbal Story.
6th Grade — Har
ry Hall, Wal-
ton Hall, Evelyn 
Russel, D. W.
Story.
8th Grade — Uel
 Harper.
GRIGGS




16, 1927, for bene
fit of school.
Everyone invited.













There was Bible 
reading at




John Long has been 
called back
to his work at the
 railroad shops
at Paducah.
Several, here are 
planning for








the day. Sunday s
chool every Sunday,
o'clock, 10:00 a. m. 
Elmer Dawes Supt.
plea- Preaching every
 2nd Sunday at
11:00 a. m. and Satu
rday .before
at 2:00 p. m. Rev. A.
 D. Rudolph
After many months 
of weary
suffering and pain, 
Mrs. Willie
Iler laid aside her ear
thly cares,
the pearly gates opene
d wide and
her soul winged its fl
ight to the




flict of life we will mi
ss her for
bravely she stood by ou
r side.
We Pause at the 
bank of the
river where her soul dri
fted over
the tide, we have tha
t "Pope.
Sweet Hope", that b
eyond the
grave she will live aga
in where
...there will be no more
 sad part
ings at the chilly river
 of death.
Where the faithful shal
l live for-
ever in a land of eterna
l bliss, as
she was going down 
the valley
a tender hand was gui
ding lest
,.he would fall.
Willie has only gone b
efore, if
we are faithful only a sh
ort tmie
we shall meet her on th
e other
side of Jordon in the s
weet fields
of Eden we should he
ar the in-
vitation and prepare ,o
 mect our
...-
I WANTED — Ambitio
us, indus-







s of $150 to























School for Sunday D
ecember 1,
was 58, collection $
2.72, enroll-
ment 86. We are hav
ing a very in-
teresting Sunday Sc
hool and this
church gives you a 
cordial wel-
corn eto come and 
worshop with
us at all services. 
Come and oe
with us next Saturda
y p. m. and








Lovett and Mrs. L. 
L. Washburn






Cantata were sung 
by members
of the music club. 
A paper on
religious music was
 read by Mrs.
K. G. Dunn; and 
a piano duet
played by Mrs. L. 
L. Washburn
and Mrs. Joe Ely.
This beautiful mu
sical pro-






sored a Christmas p
ackage sale
around a tiny tree w
hich was a
success.




colors and motifs we
re used.
The club will agai
n sponsor
the charity fund w
hich makes it
possible for Santa Cl
aus to visit
all.
A little of 12 Duroc
 Chester




days old, and returne


























ng slowly a white
leaning out look-
outs, for spread












to clear the track
.
And ahead in the
 ravine of
Ram's Creek red h
ell. A pumbled
mass of burning 
wreckage, send-
ing tongues of su
llen flames up,
even through the 
rain. A babel
of groans, curses, 
moans. Hissing
steam from an 
overturned en-










out of chaos. Men 
swarmed over








scene. Pairs of men
 bore stretch-




eons plied their 
trade. But
many, most of those
 still forms








 like a man
bereft through the 
maze. Among
the first to come, 
he had done
A hat he could, alway
s lc,oking.
looking. Once, and ag
ain, andllyet




it, the same form 
for which his
own eyes searched.
He had no clue. H
e did
know what car she h
ad bee
he had no way of k
nowing
to search. Nor had 
Jordan.
John heard the ceas
eless mur-
mur of Jordan's voice
.
"A small black box 
— steel, I
suppose. Marked P. 
IL—Personal.




was here . somewher
e in this
shambles. Dead? He a
lmost hop-
ed she was. There wa
s one place
where men worked, 
frantically,
desperately, to make 
an opening,
while inside flames 
did their
work, and !shrieks 
unearthly
came from those im
prisoned.
But, hopeless though 
it was,
he never gave up his 
search. He
climbed the side of th
e ravine at
last to where, high up
, part of a
car was caught. It w
as overturn-




As he moved near it,
 trying to
make sure whether an
yone alive
was there, he heard a
 voice that
galvanized him.
"Help!" it cried feebly
. "Help".
He almost collapsed. 
The mir-







He saw her in a mome
nt. She
was caught, held dow
n by some
heavy object. Ten fee
t away the
fire was creeping to
ward her;
she could feel its hea
t.




He never knew afterw
as,d how
he contrived to free 
her. Some-
thing he did, making
 a lever of
a sapling he uproote
d. He strug-
gled for what see
med hours.
Three times he beat out
 the fire




when he had all but
 given up
hope, the weight that
 held her
moved. The next mome
nt he had
drawn her out, and t
hey were
rolling down the slope 
together.
And then it was his tu
rn to faint.
It was the full light o
f a grey,
sodden dawn when ca
me to his
senses. His head was 
pillowed in
Viola's lap. He stirred,
 saw her,
breathed her name.
Then he sprang up. A
nd to his
wonder and delight, sh




strain he put on it. He
 must hair()
"You can stand — yo
u can died ju
st as he got here — t
hey
walk!" he cried. 
' _ found him
 on the car dead whe
n
"Pm not even scratc
hed!" she the t
rain came along. O
h — I
said. "It—oh, it was
 a miracle, beg 
your pardon— Mrs. 
Hardin!
1
John! All the time 
I was held I d
idn't know. Well—y
our hus-
htere, with the fire comi
ng near- band 
died like a hero!"
er and nearer—but I
 wasn't hurt I
t was Philip Har
din's epi-
-I was just caught b
y the bertNtaph.
 He had his meas
ure of re-
when it was torn lo
ose. If I'd sponsi
bility for the disas
ter that
'MOW
been lyinpq down I w
ould have
been killed, but I was 
sitting up
when the crash came.
"
"Thank God!" he cri
ed. "Thank
God !"
"And you," she sai
d. "You have





about," he sadi, w
ith a shudder.
"I have seen 
things, while I
looked for you, t
hat I can never
forget."
A man, wild e
yed, no more
than the ghostift
 f Jordan, stood
before them.




yen?' been killed! H
ave you got
it—the box?"
She stared at him.
"The box?" she sa
id. :'What
box? Oh—"
She looked behind 
her at the
smouldering wreck.
"It's in there," she 
said gently.
"If anything is 
left of it. But
I doubt, Mr. Jo
rdan."
Jordan stared at he
r. His mind
seemed scarcely to 
be working.
"Oh!" he said. "
Yes. see."
He looked, all at
 once, like a
very old man. "I se
e," he repeat-
ed. "Well, it dose
n't matter. I—
I'm glad you are 
safe."










"Hush!" said Viola 
gently. "I
thing God will tak







he was being wat
ched.
rushing like a mad
man,
heard the bridge 
was












"I must go to him,
 . e said.
"Will you take me,
 Joh ? Will
you help me to find
 him?"
"Are you strong e
nough?" he
said, jealously.
"Yes—oh yes," she 
said. "John
we must go."
The stood facing o
ne another.
And suddenly she c
ame to him,
and her arms went
 about him.




and the last, -kiss
 me! God can-
not grudge us that!"
For a mcment he 
held her in




she made her wa
y down into the
scene of horror and
 despair be-
low.
Gradually now order wa
s being
restored. All the lives 
that could
be saved had been
 redeemed.
The fire was out. No
 longer did
the groans and cri
es of the in-






bodies still lay. They
 had thought
of the living first,
 since none
could longer help th
e dead.




task to do. Already- 
engineers and
mechinics were at w
ork prepar-
ing to open the way
 for traffic,
which no matter wha
t had hap-
pened, must be kept
 moving.
On all sides blank 
looks met




him at all, sir. Oh M
rs. Hardin?
On that train? Thank
 God, you're
safe, ma'am!"
So it went as they
 made their
way painful way dow
n into the
ravine, and up the 
other side to
where the second 
relief train
waited now, the first 
hvaing been
sent back to Plainsv
ille with its
pitiful load, so that 
the injured
might, as noon as m
ight be, be
placed in the hospita
l. None had
seen. Phil' Hardin.
And then suddenly 
they came
to a spot where a 
handcar lay,
turned on its side,
 beside the




turn back the sheet.
 And Phil's
face, peaceful and sere
ne at last,
stared up at them.
 He was dead.
A doctor, seeing them
, came up.







ut at least he
had given his li
fe in an effort to
avert it.
Viola stood looking d
own at the
dead form. Then s
he stooped, and
her lips brushed 
the dead fore-
head for a moment
.








Washington, Dec. 3.— 
Convinc-
ed that President Coo
lidge does
not intend to be "s
moked out"
for his amplification of
 his Black




me wnho ar esasembl
ing here for
















bat stouter music can tot bri
ng
Chan a carol tor to sing
Irbe birth of this our h
eabenlp Sint
Snake the bake flWa
ke the string!
heart. eat anb (qt, anb eberp
thing.
• the While the 
artibe finger
Runs bibislona With the singe
r.
hark anb bull night, Hp
 hence swap,
lab gibe the boner to t
his bap.
that sera hertmber 
furneb to }Hap.
3I toe map atk the reaso
n say
the tiibp anb Wherefo
re all things here
berm like the spring t
ime of the pear?
Ole See lisim unit sub 
know him ours.
illbo. With his suns
hine anb ibis shotutta,















tsn't uery far alma.
And daddy said he's lo
in' to write, ai.tellin'
you to stay
Away from our house Chris
tmas E.;e'—'cause
I've been bad all year.
I'm writin"fore my ciad
di does to sorb'
make thin cis clear,
Uon know. last su
mmer, Janta clear, Tom
Scott began to tei.se
Mil collie dog and said
 he's test et up untit
pesky fleas
I soaked him in the ear,' c
ause he war. rckin'
on my pup—
but Sent& now I'm sorry a
nd I want to square
things ur.
'Tams dull old 'zaminati
on time tlie dal I
broke the rule
And slipp:d away a-fish
ie. stead l o' coin' on
to school.
The whole out-doors w
as ruler and the
brimmin' fithin' hole
Kep' a-coaxin' and a-hol
lerin'—"Come ancl
cut yourself a pole."
The clartin' yellow shiner
s 'round alti hook
were crowdin' thick
While daddy thought I's
 safe in school. the
teacher thought l's sick—
And called to sea her 
inp',id pupil after
school that night
Oh. Santa. now I'm sor
ry and I want things
squared up rightt
Now Santa Clans, in clostn
'. won't ion sorbo
overlook
Thee triflin' things th,s 
time—and bruici a
picture book.
An air gun, sled, and ska
tes, and other things
that you can spare, II
Please bring my dog • 
collar, too, for noes
his neck is bare
And don't forget some c
andy and some nuts,
and when you come. 
I
If you can find some e
xtra room. you tniglit
slip a drum
I'm gois to be • better 
Loy and esincl and
do what's right,
A Werra Christmas, Sant 
Bore I'm sgnarecl
up now, good nightl
(0. 1037. by Wootton Noiropop
or Union.)
Christmas Poem
(From ha Memoriam 
'')
By TENNYSON
THE tins straws soar the
 birth of Christ,
1 The moos is hid; ths ei
ght is still;
The Christmas buM. fees
 hill to ha
Ammar ...h.ther is the at.
Fear veicas of from 111111111111
 roma,
From far anil sear, ee mad
 sad neer,
Swell eat sal fail, ea •
 &or
Wars shot between MO sad th
e Niella.
Each oaks few rhargas es 
the idol,
That maw dilate, sea i.e d
ecroaas,
Peace aid gocd-will, 
sad peace.




certified potato seed 
report 20 to








finest hotel—In :aced in
 the
heart of the theatre, sh
op-












L. Lacroix, of Montgom
ery, La..
"I suffered a great dea
l of pain.
I was in misery 
all over. I
could not sit up an
d I could not
lie down. I couldn't 
sleep and




pains seemed to co
ver my whole
body.
"Ore night my 
husband
brought me home six 
bottles of
Cardui and I began t
o take it.
I could tell that I w
as improv-
ing from the firs
t bottle, but I
kept on taking the
 medicine, for
I knew that I neede
d a tonic







i did for me.
After I had finishe
d the mix bot-
tles I felt fine.
"I feel truly thankful 
for what
Cardni has done 
for me, for I
could not have gone o
n living in
the desperate condi
tion I was in




We are amply prepare
d to take care
of all your wishes in 
eatables for cold
weather. Our steam ta
ble keeps the food
hot, sanitary and pala
table.
Have you tried our sp
ecial vegetable
soup each day. It's S
OUP, not just hot
Water.
Remember that wt ca
rry a full line
of cigars, cigarettes r







Gas has been used to burn 'icy- Two Barren
 county fern
' lime kilns in Green county plan to lay more than six m




is a prescription for
LDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA.






T1.. one. reused y for expelling wurma.
Ressereo this child tu health.








Those whose problem it is to seek Rime-
thing unusual is. the way of Christmas gifts
will invariably find a ,happy ikilution in an
extension telephone. As a gilt to the
family a second telephone instrurnebt, con-
veniently placed, will return a full measure
of satisfaction and contentment through-
out the year. To assure an early installa-




t •• fita 
-*




























• It Pays to Watch Your
•
9• Step




• —but especial's so with galloon..
•





 w ork at lower pressureit. Tht.'‘e cot to I.,
• flexib
le. And it takes good materals and the. highest
• 
degree of manufacturing skill tq combine flexibility
• 
with strength in a tire carcass.
• Pathfinder Balloons are made and guaranteed I,
• 
Goodyear, the world's largest manufacturer of qual-
ity tires. They're a safe and sane solution to your
• equipment problems AT A MIGHTY LOW PRICE.
•
• 


















ng down I would have
led, but I was sitting up
e crash came."
God!" he cried. "Thank
WM..' she said. "You 
have
iv life, John. What—what
)penedr
gs too terrible to think
he sadi, with a shudder.
seen things, while I
for you, that I can never
had accurred—but at 
least he
\
had given his life in an 
effort to
avert it.
Viola stood looking down 
at the
dead form. Then she 
stooped, and
her lips brushed the de
ad fore-
head for a moment.




n. wild eve'd no mo
re
Ile ghost, of Jordan,
 stood
them. • '
likedin ''tie cried, joy-u're sAt e ! I though











Ic•ft of it. But
"









Wathington, Dec. 3.— Co
nvinc-
ed thlat President Co
olidge does
not it tend to be "smok
ed out"!
for h a amplification of 
his Black




me wnho ar esasembling 
here for


















bat sweeter music can we b
ring
ilban a carol for to sing
be birth of this our *
tabu& Ititn:
cltnake the twice! £41sake t
he stringt
bear!. ear anti err. anti 
elurrthing.
atone the While the :untie finger
liana bibisions with the 
singer.
mark ant) bull night. flr
 brncr atuar.
anti gibe the honor to 
thts tan.
That sees Mr:rutitt tar
ries to fllap.
3f we Mar ash the re
ason say
flitt Why anh Wherefore 
all Ilan. here
*rem iike the spring tu
ne of lig rrar?
illt see bon come sub linntu 
*int ours.
Mho. With Isis 3unshine 
anti iinscli







- cries ,,f the in
-
All ha,: been borne
gently, to thje
• Here and there
..iv. They had thought
rig first, since none
z..1- help the dead.
‘cd about seemingly
but each had his
Already engineers and
- were at work prepair-
•Len the way for traffic,
matter what had hp-
be kept moving.
:ides blank looks Met




• all. sir. Oh—Mrs. 
Hardiin"






















• went as they made 
their
Htinful way down into 
the
U p the other sidei to
second relief twain
the first hvaing 6een
',ail; to Plainsville w
ith its
had. so that the i
njtired
•. as st,on as might b
e,; be
in the hospital. None 
had
- Phil Hardin.
! then suddenly they 
same
., :pot where a handc
ar llay,
ti its side, beside th
e
Hy it lay a still, s
heeted
Something made John
hack the sheet. And 
Phil's
p, aceful and serene at 
last,
ce,t up at them. He 
was dead.
,i,,,•tor. seeing them, came
 up.
"Ahl" he said. "Queer
 case.
President Ilardin. Rushed 
out on




strain he .put on it. He 
must have
died just as he got her
e — they
found him on the car d
ead when
she the train ca
me along. Oh -'I
le, i beg your 
pardon— Mrs. Hardin!
eldl I didn't know.
 Well—your hus-
ear- I band died like a
 hero!"
ortl It was Phil
ip Hardin's epi-
ierthi taph. He had his 
measure of re-
I'd sponsibilitzr for 
the disaster that
DISAR SANTA CI_AILS 
Since Christmas
isn't very far away..
And daddy said he's yin'
 to write. a.-tellia'
you to stay
Arc.,y from our house Chr
ierr.as —*canes
I've been bad all gc,:r.
I'm writin' 'fore my cadd
y does to sorb'
make thin cis clear. I
1:lou know. last summer. 
Santa (leer. Ton
Scott began to te.se
My cothe dog and said 
he's test et up witit
peska fleas
so.. 'led him in the tear.' cause 
he war fickia'
c rny pup—
But S: n!. now I'm sorry and I 
want to square
thIngs uts.
Toms dull old 'zamination 
time the dati 1.
broke the rule
And dipp:d away a-fiLhir.', 
stead o' no:-.1' on
to school. l
The whole out-doors was
 rincin' and the
bnmrr.in' faun' hio:es
Kep' a-coaxin' and 
a-hollenn'—"Come ancl
cut yourself a pole"
'ile dartin' yellow sly:lers 
'round mil hook
were crowdin' thick
daddy thought l's safe in 
3:hool the
loather thought l's sick—
And called to see her inu
'iid pupil after
school that night
Oh. Santa. now I'm sorry 
and l I want things
squared up nghtl
Now Santa Claus, in closi
n'. won't iiou sortio
overlook
Theiis triflin' things tha 
time—and brine'
picture book.
An air gun, sled, and skat
es, ancl. other things
that you can spare. it
Please bring mg dog • c
ollar, too, for now
ha neck is bare.
And don't forget some ca
ndy and some nut3,
and when you come.
If you can find some ext
ra room. you mig
slip • drum
FM QOM to be • batter L 'bog and zinc and
do what's right.
A Merry Chnstmas, Santa
 I More I'm 'qua
up now, good night I
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.fistest hotel—located in the
heart of the theatre, shop-










"I was in a dreadfully
 run-
down condition," says Mr
s. Chas.
L Lacroix, of Mont
gomery, La.
"I suffered a great deal
 of pain.
I was in misery all 
over. I
could not sit up and I 
could not
lie down. I couldn't 
sleep and
at times I would have 
dreadful
vomiting spells. Tb.e ache
s and
pains seemed to cover m
y whole
body.
"Ore night my hu
sband
brought me home six 
bottles of
Cardui and I began to 
take it
I could tell that I wa
s improv-
ing from the first 
bottle, but I
kept on taking the 
medicine, for
I knew that I neede
d a tonic
that would build me 
up and
strengthen me where I 
was
weak and run-down. 
That is
exactly what Cardui did 
for me.
After I had finished the 
six bot-
tles I felt fine.
"I feel truly thankful 
for what
Cardui has done for me
, for I
could not have gone on 
living in
the desperate condition I
 was in,









of all your wishes
weather. Our steal
hot, sanitary and r
Have you triee












epared to take care
n eatables for cold
table keeps the food
latable.
our special vegetable
SOUP, not just hot
we carry a full line















Gag has been used to burn sev-
eral lime kilns in Green county
his fall, an" - will be burn-
ed this wint •414,,
0 U
Is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA.
• It Kills the germs.
Two Barren county farmers
plan to lay more than six miles





The sure remedy for expelling worms.
itereres the child to health.
Price 350 per bottle. Sold by
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
wiroaroorew-ve . •so., ••••




Those whose problem it is to seek some-
thing unusual it_ the way of Christmas gifts
will invariably find a happy solution in an
extension telephone. As a gift to the
family a second telephone instrument, con-
veniently placed, will return a full measure
of satisfaction and contentment through-
out the year. To assure an early installa-



































• Unknown brands are risky "bargains" 
in any type
• of tire—but especially
 so with Balloons.
More Mileage in
This Super Tire
It Pays to Watch Your




 work at lower pressures. They've got to be
• flexible. And it takes good materials and the highest
• 
degree of manufacturing skill to combine flexibility
• with strength in a tire carcass.
•
• 
Pathfinder Balloons are made and guaranteed by
Goodyear, the world's largest manufacturer of qual•
• ity tires. They're a safe and sane solution to your
• equipment problems AT A MIGHTY LOW PRICE.
•
• 
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TO USE IN LIEU OF
A CHRISTMAS TREE
D ERHAPS Ani may want to vary
• the dine-honored custom of having
• Christmas tree. If so, here are sonic
substitutes, that may 'appeal to you
practi-
cality:
of their novelty or 
A Christmas umbrella lends itself
well to living room decoration and re-
quires less work In preparation and
clearing away than a tree. Get a
 large, colored umbrella. the kind in
nee for advertising purposem, or utilizes
any old umbrella that Limy be on hand.
Put a heavy string through is hole
bored In the top Just helow the ler.
rule by 'twang of which to suspend the
Open umbrella from the ceiling. '('he
frame may be decorated iii any de-
sired manlier. A good effect Is ott-
tultied by eovering the Inner and outer
surface with green crepe paper and
relieving the severity with tinseled
festooning. A green paper-covered um-
brella decorated with "Icicles" and
snow like that used on Christmas
trees also niakes a strong appeal.
Strings of popcorn, festooning of any
kind, bright-colored paper chains, orna-
ments, In fact, anything that is used
to decorate the Christmas tree may
be pressed into service on the (71trist-
max umbrella.
Fasten pin hooks, such as are used
to hang draperies, to the under side of
the umbrella for holding the Christ-
mas gifts. The heavier articles should
be hung along the ribs to insure
safety, hut light gifts can be distrib-
uted all over the surface.
A Christmas cornucopia Is an inter-
esting and unique solution of the prob-
lem of gift distribution. Make a large
cornucopia out of cardboard and cover
it with green or gilt paper. Hang this
front the ceiling so that the large end
Is considerably lower than the small
one.
Before hanging the cornucopia,
place In It the various gifts well
wrapped so as to prevent breakage.
Fasten a cover firmly over the open
end and decorate It to correspond with
the cornucopia. It Is well to have the
large end so arranged in hanging that
when the covering Is retnoved the
gifts will land on the table.
A Christman chariot gives little
folks a fine chance to help in the dis-
tribution of gifts. By using a few
laths, some stiff wire and an old
baby cart, the framework of the
Christmas chariot may he easily fash-
ioned. This can he decorated with
crepe paper, tarlatan or the like. The
little fairy queen, airily dressed.
should be seated n the chariot drawn
by several of the other children ap-
propriately gowned. The gift packages
which the fairy queen distributes
should be tied In white paper with
tinsel cord or delicately colored rib-
bons to harmonize with the occasion.
A Christmas cross Is easily con-
structed and quite effective as a sub-
stitute for the time-honored tree. The
cross may be made of two rough
boards securely fastened to a base and
the entire Surface covered with laurel,
evergreen branches, or green paper
festooning. If small electric lights are
available a pretty effect can be oh-
tallied by outlining the cross with
colored bulbs. Girls may he hung on
the cross by means of screw eyes or
small hooks.
While not inappropriate for the
home, nevertheless, , the Christmas
cross seems especially well adapted
for use in the church where an In-
teresting program may center around
IL—Alice Crowell Hoffman.
1927, Western Newepaper Unlock.'
The Christmas Bells
THE bells of Christmas exer-else a mystic spell. . . .
They awaken rhythm and music
not sensed at . . . other
times. The best within us
awakens with the first Joyous
pealing of these bells, and we
are glad! . . . Everyone is
glad on Christmas.
•
 . . .
Frivoling and feasting bespeak
only the Joy of 'the occasion
The bountiful platter, the full
cup, and the hearty greeting in-
dicqte but faintly the warmth of
friendliness and good-will which
Iles so deep within us. . . .
Let the bells continue to ring
"A Merry Christmas!"—W. D.
Pennypacker.
ic4 1927. Weatern Newapaper Union.)





Wooden Soldier—Don't you wish
you were a real chick?
Toy Chick—Not on your d be
too apt to get fried I
`441024101r21,4
Feast in Honor of Christ
The very first evidence of a feast
having been held In honor of the birth
of Christ was in Egypt, about the year
200.









(No Sales Will Be Solicited on Sunday)
At Calvert City
Monday, DEC. 13th
BEAUTIFUL NEW LOW BODY LINES
CHOICE OF FOUR COLORS




STANDARD. SELECTIVE GEAR SHIFT
HYDRAULIC SHOCK ABSORBERS
20 TO 30 MILES PER GALLON OF GASOLINE
THEFT-PROOF COINCIDENTAL LOCK
TYPICAL FORD ECONOMY AND RELIABILITY
Draffen Motor Company
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS
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'Arc ult. Shi lo,
Dec. 11th at
at 3 p. m.
Circuit, Friend-
ship, December 12th.
Brewers Circuit, Oak Level,
Dec. 17th.
Benton Station, Dc. 18th at 11
a. m. Conference at 3 p. m.
Reidland Circuit, Reidland,
Dec. 18th at night. Conference.
Dec. 19th at 7:30 p. m.
Birmingham Circuit, Dec. 19,
at 11 a. m.
Third Street Church, Dec. 25,
at 11 a. m. Confe7nce Dec. 28th,
at 7:30 p.m.
Calvert City, Ct. Calvert City,
Dec. 31st, Jan. 1st.
Lone Oak and McKendree, Lone
Oak, Jan. 1st at night. Confer-
ence Jan. 2, at 7:30 p. m.
Bardwell and Wickliffe, Bard-
well, Jan. 8th. Conference at 2
p. m.
Arlington and Milburn, Ar-
lington, Jan. 8th, at 7 p. m.
Mayfield 1st Church, Jan. 15th,
at night. Conference Jan. 16th.
Sedalia Circuit, Sedalia, Jan
21-22.
Wingo Circuit; Wingo, Jan. 22-
23rd.
Barlow Station, Jan. 20th at
11 a. m. Conference at 2 p. m.
LaCenter Circuit, LaCenter,
Jan. 29-30.
Kevil Circuit, Kevil, Feb. 4-5.
or
Lowes Circuit, Lomas, Feb 54.
Broadway chUrch, Feb 12th at
11 a. m.
The pastors, the district stew-
ards and the Cliirge Lay Lea&
era are called to meet in Broad-
way church in Paducah at 10:30
a. m. December 6th.
S. FISHER
Presiding Elder.
The supreme happiness of life
is the conviction that we are liv-
ed—loved for ourselves; saki.





Dffers instructions. FREE, to
women and children who are in-
terested in making their own




these sets con.iist of large batr
towel and two face cloths. La





Large s.ze Made of extra heavy,
double-faced Terry Cloth. Green,




Large size. Made of double-
faced Terry Cloth in "Old






Size 51x105 Extra fine quality
with beautiful brocaded patterns.





36-inth Lunch Cloth and 4 Nap-
kins on dark brown cotton,






36-inch Cloth with 4 Napkins.
Handsome embroidery in Bueilla






Large size. Heavy quality,







Long, slender tapers . . thick
red tree candles . . . gloriously










Beautiful Scatter Rugs, .. $2.
RUGS







(or the home? Whether
;our fancy lies in a Wil-
on, Axmlnster, Velvet or
a Brussels. you are sure to
Mid Rudy patterns and
orices the most acceptable
.n town.
75 to $9.50
We guarantee that our prices on then -lovel
y rugs are much lower than you
would be apt to find anywhere else in We
stern Kentucky. Many sizes, shapes an
d
patterns to select from.




You never worry, once you've
given stationery, for station-
ery always pleases. Our gift
boxes offer high quality tex-
ture papers in white and pas-









Maybe you think a handker-
:thief's a small gift, but she
never fails to be delighted
with such a remembrance.
Dainty Swisses, Linens, and
silks, in white and colors.
Lace and embroidery trims






Every member of the family,
from baby up. finds inexpres-
sible comfort in slipper gifts.
Felt is most popular, but this
year, Patent Leathers, colored
Kids and Satins offer pleas-
ing and colorful suggestions
in models for both men and
women.
Street Floor
Will heat RUDY'S every Aftern
oon from 4 to 5 o'clock.
















Beautiful pieces in natural cedar
or veneered walnut finishes






Slade of high-color sr.tin-rayons







A well-selected picture is always
a desirable gift. We have many






Very attractive bronze and metal
standards that harmonize with






Two and four pocket styles, en-
ameled in Black, Red. Blue and






Enamel covered braided waste-
oaskets in Blue, Rose. Ivory and






They're the sort of warm. bright
out-of-doors jackets that all boys






Bon-bon dishes. Cruets. Sher-
berts. Baskets, Relish dishes ..






To date, in 1927, The Tribune-
Democrat has carried 4.989
inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.
BENTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1927
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trees, holly wreaths and bens 11:14-1::P.18:1:111:1!‘through the windows most IP iveur7411home la total]; while each churchjoined In with lts usual Yuletide cele-bration.
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41a•an 1%•11117ifebe• ilrusreif 1141:ProPorstion for the great holiday. The ,
jguost flihtlitefw84tliondt:t etti•sitlsol.socontuoitn.
.rotne in his loaded sleigh aud fill their
But
"st all this Joy and beauty
Wanissi ouot
'n street; they
. sad fainily, whoL.
at the far *sad
had Just reeelved word that their del -
stet son. nay, had ,been lost on the field
of battle. rather, mother and the




within the hying room in silence wit
the happy celebrations were in 
swing on all sides of them. Each one
was filled with thoughts of other
years and how happy they had been.
' tach saw visions of the lietatily load-
ed Christmas tree gleaming In all its
beauty, while their son and brother
presided over it In hie Santa'. outfit.
Thus they sat speechless. with lumps
in their throats, until bedtime. One
by one they retired broken-hearted
to finish their visions in the far-off
dreamland.
When quietness covered its cloak
ever the little town and the children's
stockings were all waiting for Santa
Claus, the midnight flyer pulled In,
dropping off a lOne passenger—a sol-
dier boy. He had come to surprise
lila family on the glorious Christmas
holiday. Not having beard of the
false report of his death. he had come
to be their Santa Claus. as of old.
As he was hurrying home he met an
old schoolmate, who told him the sad
story of how his family had mourned.
thinking him deed: and that they had
not joined in the usual holiday festivi-
ties.
Suddenly a beautiful surt,rlse filled
his conscioueness, and with the aid
of his friend he scoured the town
from end to end, frantically awaken-
ing all the storekeeper!. Loaded with •
, 
Nara He Trimmed the 'free, Hanging
All the Smaller Gifts.
gifts, and a ith his friend eat rying toe
Chrietnais tree they proceeded honie-
, ward, while the fOil winter moon
looked down upon them, knowingl.
Ridding his comPanion a Merry
Christmas. and thanking him heart-
ily, he crawled In tihrough the base-
ment window sod ettrefully ascended
to the living room. Here he trimmed
the tree, hanging all the smaller Ott(
i won its branches and placing the
larger ones upon the Boor beneath
When it was Completed he lay down
upon the old a-ouch of big childhood
and dreamed happy thOughts. He,
too, felt a lump in his tqoat, but his
was a lump of gladness, as theirs had
been one of sadnesa.
. Here be remained in silence, his
heart filled with Joy, until Christmas
morn. As he beheld the pun glimmer-
ing upon the snow-corered scene,
making diamonds everywhere, he real-
ised that it was to be one of the most
gorgeous Christmas days he had ever
witnessed. He hurriedly dressed
himself in a bright new Santa outfit.
him heart wildly thumping as he did
so; and he bald just seated himself
beneath Ole glowing tree, when he
heard his dear old mother's soft, fa.
Pedlar footsteps upon the stairway.
lie listened breathlet+ while she
descended and passed Ithrough the
hallway into thi kitchen' Theu soon
the old familiar odors of coffee and
• griddle cakes COMP flonting in. He
could hardly contain himself, as he
wanted to rush out and smellier her
with ..aresses, -IVith sheer will-power
he remained silent until the family
was called to breakfast. .
Then little Ruth stole into :he living
room to see If by Omni* Santa had
Left her anything. She 'gave a servant.
of delight as she beheld marvelous
tree loaded with gifts, a Santa him-
twit actually sitting bentath It.
The next moment the Ivitole family
stood wide-eyed. gas* upon the
'erne before them, tool surprised to
utter a single ivord. 1
Thoughts of a practical Joke by
their friends cattle to Mem, and they
hardly kneiv what to do Or say. Tears
came to mother's eyes with the memo
ries of her lost son. ,
Just as father was going to speak. i
Roy, their own, son. pulled the mask
from his face and smlied. a "Merry
Cliristmata."
1127. Writern Nove•paper




CO. WIlY7 The reason
you get what you call for
—AND SAVE MONEY!
HUGE SELECTION—BIG VALUE—COMFORTABLE SHOPPING—We cordially ivite you to do
your shopping here where each customer receives individual, careful and courteous attention. In the
warmest or coldest weather our store is always comfortable. We believe you will find our displays so ar-
ranged as to make choosing easiest and surest for you and that you will find just the right thing here
for every loved one and friend on your list. f n
Let us show you—and you do your own buying. Remember that this is always the store of SERVICE
and COURTESY,,HIGH QUALITYand REASONABLE PRICES.
Our furniture department offers
mans wonderful gift ideas for
Mother. Wife or Married Sister—a
Schubert Piano, Rugs and Floor
Covering, Reds and Mattresses.
hitchen Cabinets, Rockers, Dining
Room Suite, l'arlor Tables.
Our grocery department will supply
you with e‘erything for your table
at the most reasonable prices. Ev-
erything for baking from biscuits
to the Christmas Fruit Cake. We
also have a large stock of Candies,
Fresh Fruits and Nuts of all kinds.
Eline's Candy in Christmas boxes
for gifts from him to "her".
Many women are at a loss just .what to give a man.
I-or this reason we have prepared a special Men's Booth












Special Booth for Women's Gifts
Here is a beautiful selection of gifts for woman friends:-
Fancy Handkerchiefs, Sc to $1.25 a box; Pictures, Bibles,
Testaments.
Here, too, is a splendid line of nice stationery, priced from
10c to $1.00 a box.
Our selection of Perfumes and Toilet Articles is complete,
of high quality and reasonably priced. Any selection from
it is sure to please.
We have a large showing of
Christmas boxes, string, paper,
cards, candles and napkins for :rotor
Christmas week parties.
Also crepe paper, bells, tinsel
and all other essentials for Christ-
k Bicycle. Tricycle or W a gon v. it!
thiag you can think of. Our selec-
tion is complete and consists of
quakily goods reasonably priced.
Here's a selection of to that will delight the heart of every little boy and girl—
Balls. Guns, Dolls of every kind and deocription, Mechanical toys, Games 
Puzzles,
Wheeled Toys of all kinds, Doll Buggies, doll furniture, ranges. piano14. kitchen 
sets.
Trains, Autos, Fire Engines, Engines, etc. Your child will not de d
isappointed if
you bring him or her here. •
A Special counter of 10c toys that has unusual good values.
DOLL SPECIAL:- 0 20" doll, completely dressed, that cries and says C
"Mama," only
Many folks like practical thing for
Christmas. :Slay we suggest a stylish and
pleasing gift int "her" from our ready-
to-wear department:- COATS, DRESSES,
RAINCOATS, HOSIERY, SILK UNDER-
WEAR. GLOVES. DRESS GOODS, etc.
..We also have the latest things in nov-
elty Jewelry, Handbags and Silk Um-
brellas.
Towel Sets, Linen Sets. Beautiful
trays la special assortment. 14 x 2Ut







And while we're on the subject,
woudn't >our wife appreciate a new
range or oil stove. We have everything in
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There is no doubt but that some item o
f furniture makes the most acceptab
le gift in a vast.majority of cases. All
 of us love,t
a comfortable and convenient home and
 there is nothing can give home charm a
nd attractiveness but appropriate and 
be.auti fu 
furniture.
Our specially low prices for the holidoiys 
are a further advantage to you.
hibits and your selections will be easily m
ade. Our assortments are wide.
A Gilt for the Home
- 8 Piece Suite - -
now i vo!v dagn. 01)14mb:
; and buffo•
11 waln,it finkh itt•T,
iinnor 111'1 b... nine', bet!,,
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404e Ends Deceml:n 24
For His Gilt
S.7!ect One of These Smelters
. • •
r have many pleasinz. tlenlitna of 'smokin
g cab-
' which will win the highest appreciati
on or
man who smokes. Come i• and select 
one












Living Room Suite Sale ;411(4'
Fifth Annual Xmas Club
$5.00 Down Delivers Any Su

































































$:;•00 , 14.29 18219.50
5.00 4.39 I 224.50
5.00 I 4.39 I 
234.5u
5.00 I 4.69 239.5
0
5.00 4.89 249.50
5.00 1 5.C9 
259.5o
5.00 1 5.69 249 50
5.00 1 5.87 298.50
5.00 I 4.89 't 49 10
5.00 ; 7 24
5.00 I 7 47 AN 0)
e'ieIuInit in dainlsk $ 50
finished In rich'
Davenport
bed. A real. •••
CLUB NUMBER 9
.1 .1 1 111.1I lia venpol I bed suite
I‘ old two easy chairs upholatoied
Is jaeouard veloor with revrorsible
s'tions In damask. Beautiful.
I -V ed ame.
4
CLUB NUMBER 9
Note the beautiful. rved ft a nie of th
is three-pieep sill
It is opholatered•In a beautitul
sure to see this suite during this 1 795°
pattern of Jacquard treour. Be
ash.
CLUB NUMBER 10,
tc of our many spec
ial values








$ 1 9 8 5
Chocse a Bedroom Suite
• - 3 Piece Suite - -
Po-t-sr bed,thaw ••• -
and vnnit, aro all includel
tinusuallv 111%.% priec
' particularly- Illoa ai II:. and











Jrnfor Lamips . . $12.50








Select One of These -Nests
Nev,-, were cedar chest more
beautiful than now. *elect 
a
moth and dust proof c
hest for






























Pure silk Taffeta. K
teed showprooff 'novelty




VESTS CHEMISE STEP-INS 19
BLOOMERS SLIPS PANTIES
SUPER GRADE RAYON
A splendid group olf undies, expressive of
of the Yuletide Spirit, Beautiful tailored
garments as well as the elaborate lace
trimmed and two Dine effects.




'Escellent quality attd mworknian-
ship. Leading patol shades,







- fashioned, silk abo‘c
lt,• 14 nee,
t colors, Iticluditt4 gull




Pleated Bayou Silk covering.
wool merino, light and
dark colors.
All sizes   59c
SATEEN BLOOMERS
Soft finish. highly lustered. En-
glish sateen in many colors
double seat and elastis.
knee  Oat;
RAYON COSTUME SLIPS
Double panel, tailored style--













70x80 Heavy twill cotton—










Full table of selected inexpensive
Gifts, neatly boxed, Shoe horn
sets. Handkerchiefs 39c,enmbinations 
liEt Ira greet. to
.or iihrlMoiss!
You c tenve been away for
the 11r.t ii iiu. in your 1
holding down a limo
Saud miles from the home town. Mt
now you're on your way home for
Christmas, rolling Into a, country that
you know all ,abent.
YOU are the first one off the train.
and the first through the gate. Father
and mother are there waiting for you.
Mother hugs and kisses you without
a word, bat there i- a tigiLlealnq of
her Arms that epeake much. S'ather
shrikes hands .with you heartily and
says, "Well, my boy, you're looking
One:"
When yOu reticle the ear, there are
grandfather and grandmother, and
Aunt Jennie and Aunt Molly; and they
all act as though they never hail peen
anyone In theit lives look so good to
them as you! Ylu etkult Into the
front 'Refit alonstaid yotr father.
It is Christmas Morning and most
folks are at home. But pig see an
occasional acquaintaiwe and wave
your hand gaily null shout. "Merry
Christmas:" And 011E. or two step out
from the sidewalk _tool stop you and
PRY. "Wen, Ell Ne dogged!" and Rimake
hands with you amt. tell you how skid
they are to see you.
You nre ant of •town now, speeding
over the road that runss -eleng the riv-
er. that beautiful. wide, blue river,
where in summer pm swain um] boat-
ed and caught fish. mid in Winter hunt-
ed duekR. There down the 'road comes
a famillak figure with A gun on itis
Phoulder find a dog at his heels! it 'Is
Chuck Andrews. Ile rctiogoizes you a
hundred feet nany end cries loyoasly
"Merry Christmas!" he yells. Your
father stops the car, and y Oa anti
Chuck grip hands,
"Jhning! I'm glad to set yipu.' he
says. 5lliuw long nre yen( going to
be homer "A week." rou reply.
"Fine and dandy!" says he (nihilist.
astIcolly. ';There is the hig•-rest dock
I)? wild turkeys ,1 ei or saw over In Ce-
dar Swamp; and the quail are as thick
as grasshoppers this year. Well start
something." The Or moves on.
, tire at the home
place; yeu are !erring up the avenue
to the house. Cmisin Nat aed Cousin
Bill have your grip and hat nnd over-
coat and irarry Henn to your room.
Suddenly you list. "Wheee'a Uncle
flurry T' Grandmlither afiswers, "liar
ry couldn't cones. Ile is so far away
, tel he shouldn't leave his businesa
• , long." You are disuppointed. for
nele Harry is your fa tone un le,
rit you have been lotting forward ea•
p cially to seeing him.
lflu all si{ down in the large living
room before the ,crackling, fragrant
log tire In the big fireplace. MI are
talking ut once. Then mother says,
"Mingo and Maria ore in the kitchen.
n't you want to see them?" Mingo
nil Marta helped raise you.
Ion open the kitchen door and Min•
Marts, their black faces shin,
And Says With a Grin, "You Hit Me
Where I'm Weak."
Arm niih affection, greet you with
t"Chris'inas gir ! chriffiond gif' I"
s And Maria hugs you and croons en-
'\ ' fildesrlug names to 
you as she did when
tri wore a 
youngster. Ming') shake,
—. -
. antis a ith you and Says. "Ile shit
poseabfili glad to see ro', Mistah
Sem"; and you tell thine you have
brought Santa Chum with you. -
! Hack ymt go to the bum:, and • 
n..
are no iitore limn seated %.iseo teen:
Is the whir of a motor outside. Soma
bsidy looks out the window and shouts,
"Here's Harry-I" Everybody tries to
get out the door at once. Uncle Har-
ry, natty and debonair as usual, steps
smiling from a taxi. '"rhouglit you
weren't coming!" somebody yells.
"Had to come!" he Rashes back.
"Couldn't Stand 11.0 pressure." Then
the folks crowd 'timid him. And he
;pushes through to you, grabs your
' hand In both of his and guys, "Weil,
here's Sam!" And lie adds. "I don't
know as I shutial have comae If 1
badn't known you'd be here."
"Let's have the presents before din-
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lie do, pa roola
f y ou ,11 Iht• tu-










• •-•sr "Sally, t 
Wu, din-
er'; awe Int.** le, h is. 'it's,
e#think I can get along rig; now
until supper."
The family sifts buck into tlu's livIng
room. Mingo contea In und puts
wood on the tire, and the flames shoo
up the throat of the chimney.
Talk' lags. And coulltin Nat asks I
you, "Who was the most precocious
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are at your motheo right
ther asks the hie ig; 
tisit
tiler cones the tarkey.
July clatter. Plates a
eatib has . made the
c - ied Its load of si
After all have e
your mother
chair and rises; y
And your grandf
The Chiffonnisr Your Father Gave
You for a Birthday Prasent.
child mentioned in the Bailer YOU
answer glibly, "Joh; cursed the
day lie,was born." "You've heard thut
one before," says Nat.
Then 3011 give Nat this one:
Every ladYi in this hind
twentY nails upon each hand:
Fire and twenty Oh hands and feet:
And tI4 Is true without deeell
"Say that again," asks Aunt Elven
or. Yom repeat the doggerel; and are
regiiired to dit so igain and ,agaln.
• "It's nonsense:" declares Cousin
Sohn.
"Hold on!" 5.34 Cousin Nat.
...mere It some rat eh in the punetti
alien" Anil while the rest (-million,
Iii puzzle, he takes...mit a pencil and
min envelope and 'writes the thing
down. "I've get it he announees, and
reads:
Every lady In this tan! his twenty
Upon ea* h hand 11.e; and toenty on
hands and feet.
Everybody hut ugh and Uncle 4.1eorge
..gtys. •11 good mit :" then the
conithilruniS tly thick and fast. ite
fore you know It the family is called
in to eat cold Dirkey and other things
'left Irmo 41Ipner. .
You spend the eventing!' erackint.:
Jokes. atld 71 iii pimp corn, eat candy,
and commit various gastronemie enor
mottles., But who cares, Christmas
comes but once a year! What if me,
should feel logy tomorrow? It ts
worth it. Tem cuerybody"s -surprise,
(lie tall clock In the hail booms twelve.
And the folks say good-night and go
to bed. •
Yon go up to your room—the.room
you always have had and always wilt
have. The lights are on. There Is me
cheery tire on the hearth. The bed
clothes are turned down and your
pisjamais laid out. Your mother has
been there. You close the door and
look around.
There is the chiffonnier that gout
father -gave you for a birthday' pres-
ent. And paper on the wall. you
picked IT out yourself with your moth-
er; and you and she selected the 'ar•
pet. There is the tie-rack whieh
Cousin Marjorie gut -e you; made of
embroidery hoops covered with red
satin. You go over to the eloaet and
peer In. Your shotgun Is right where
you left it. You think of what Chuck
Andrews maid about the wild turkeys
and the quail—"Oli, boy:"
There Is a top at the door. Your
mother comes in. "I Dust wanted to
tell my boy goodnight.'' You and she
sit down on the edge 'of the bed and
talk; then she says, 'Now you inuRt
go to bed and get som4 rest." and she
hugs and kisses you and goes out.
You step to the window and raise
the Sash. The full moon is shining as
only a Southern moon inn shine. The
air is frosty and perfectly still. Far
off a dog is barking. You hear a Ow
lowing softly. A clumsier, fooled by
the moon, crows for daylight. Down
In the village the chimes ring Out
from M,,tiin tower:
Lord, through this hour be Thou my
'Wee:
That In Thy power I may abide.
You put down the window, undress,
and climb into those pajamas that
your mother has laid out. You ex-
tinguish the lighL And the next thing
you know you are on your knees by
the side of the bed. You have been
skipping that sort of thing lately.
You crawl in between the sheets
and snuggle your head into the pillow.
A delicious drewainess creeps, over
you.
Gee! It's great to get home for
Chriatmas!
e ( Winairra Newspaper Union.)
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designs in fancy a/Met-
eor print, nice Ci8
ly trimmed .
Pastel Shades
ade w ilt It large col-
silk cord girdls
j.kizes 36 to 41.
Women's Crepe nimono


















Parchment beaded shades. (on
Bridge Lamps, Hand decorated
in attractive
printed scenes  49c
FLOOR LAMPS
Heavy metal base and stan-
dard ornamental trimmed In
Bronze and black 98bridge and ju $5nior •
LUNCHEON SETS
52x52 Inch, all linen cloth
and 6 Napkins to match,
Washable colored
$1 98borders. Set for...
ered ref nfor




0 f fine ; reed
structure, r u b -
ber tired
wheels
rWe do not carry. or
I sell seconds of any
kind at any time.
Sit'e emprrate 32 oasts
'nevelt nwnt Stores




\ Linens, sheer cloths
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fine fur and gold
lace effects, late
Two Groups of Exceptional Merit !
All Fur Trimmed.
You'll be amazed at the remarkaid




Chic, becoming styles, The qua;
surprise you for thee Coats al











heautittilly styled in on --
and two piece effects
Some With Plaid Shirts
cleverly trimmed with
hand embroidery crepe.
sleeves, ri hbona, hi Its.
r
Tallbred and novel-
Ay styles, with turn
back cuffs and contrast-


























7 to 14 ,
















We pperate 32 coalsI) not carry or
seemele of any Department Stores








MEN'S •FUR LINED GLOVES
Iteatitifio b rus it e
wool. ehapie coat sty-
les or many alit(' and
wool. Slip-
°tiers .Q.
Beautiful fancy effects. also plain
white ani ecru, including' a
on Silk, plain white Shirt. *111
Jacquard.' designs.
MEN'S SILK BOXED TIES
Endleis v-ariety of up to the min-
itte patterns to select
from  69c t
In tan calf or grey mocha hill
'inish
linel   $2.98
WHITE SILK R'D'HFS.
Nice quality ported .1 a nil nos.
Ideal for dr.ess
Handkerchiefs   69c
GIRLS' VELVET
ti.,,1̀114 DRESSES
Sizes 8 to 14 yrs.
i utifully styled in one
ind two piece effects.






al a usual $1:00
Callle—





and slip t o
h lace and 'em-
ery trimmed In
day
Tu.-,) Groups of Exceptional Merit!
All Fur Trimmed.
be amazed at iiie rem:id:at




becoming styles The qua!'
eel surprise you .for sive Coats a:
att te be excelleit
NEW TANS GRACKLE
kLUES - BROWNS BLACK
Misses. VVamen's aaj Stout , Siz














ABC Itiociss with Durably built,
round corners, with rubber t
BI.0 US F S
Tailored and novel
-ty styles, With turn
hack cuts and contrast-
( n g embroidery a n
stitching. Colors are:
Iliad, Brown, and Tan.
All sizes.
Canton Crepee--sSistine — Georgetit
Combinations
Misses' Sizes to 20.
Women 's & Stout' Sizes 36 to 52
With this variety 'ot sizes row will
















I YOU WILL FIND HERE THE SAME
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AS SOLD
IN UPSTAIRS DEPARTMENTS





rim. Hind's Honey Ali  37t
1,:ttoris 21(
35e Wildroot Hair Tonic  1154
:Sou .%qua el‘ .374
2.1c alavie Talcum  17c
Vic 1.1sterior Tooth Page  17(
2.3 Woodbury's 140/11  181
• Separate
Collar
Every Shirt is full sized and fast,
colors. Neat stripes and flanneled
effects are predominant.
Sizes 14 to 17.
COLORED BORDER H 'D 'KFS.
Box of 3 for 49c ranc% assorted
colored borders, soft98 finish Moth ' 49c
MEN'S SILK HOSE
, Pull fashioned pure thread silk
in assorted plain colors. 1711,.
All sizes  I au
MEN'S LEATHER BELTS
Nicely packed in Gift boa. Sepa-
rate fancy buckle, plain or Go
t Fitted leather  aum
Haavy wool coat style—slip-on
neck style or Jersey ribbed sport
goat. All pure wool assorted colors.
silk and wool novelly effects In bright eti (142
m ..... . s .00
Men's Wool Lumber Jacks
Large block plaids or Jacquard designs. op, nQ
Knit bottoms. Huge collars  oo.ao
Men's Fleeced Lumberjacks
l'an, grey or reindeer colors.....entton knit bottoms,
vtitton to neck collars.
eizes to 46 $1.69
Men's Part Wool Sweaters
.:hoice of heavy knit or 2 pocket Sport Coat.








































....,Hiation make, leather aim
collars full length guaranteed
shower - proof. Sizes to It
years. A useful .
Boys' gift  $2.9
Rayon Pillows






Cases, made of fine grade
bleached cast n g neatly
box 1 ir—
a ua lilt', Is rge double





SIM was ireiling the
crests of the Rockies. How
dl it Illtded them, this Christ'
tints Eve! A line of gold
ran to north and south.
blocking them nut mg 1st the 'chum-
pagne sky like tinge er )041 messes
of purple cardboard. (ire fan-shaped
shafts of light were p rcing the
heavens, touching to burst of color
every tattered remnant of chap!. But
below, the shaikeve were settling on
the foothills, min in the . .alleys it wait
almost .dark.
Almost dark. too, It was in the heart
of little Mrs. [aerial For three year,
she had worked the farm alone, nnd
each (3tristmns ;teemed a little darker
than the one befurts Slat was beein-
ning In wonder If it Is true thnt time
heals all sores. It was five years now
since have had died, and three sine..
young David left the farm, and the
ache seemed heavier titan ever.
Mrs Derrit rose from the rocker
where she had been sitting beside her
kitchen stove. The ;dooming had swat-
lowed up the walla; her few cheap pie.
three Mid. faded into night: only a
stray flicker front the fire glinted on
the cream sepnrator in the corner or
the room. She crossed' the floor and
with n hand fumbling in the darkness,
found the inntelt•Ittis on the with. Then
she lighted her lamp and set it en tfie
kitchen table. One must eat, even on
Christmas Eve.
If Olson. the hired man. had stayed
it would have been not quite si.? had.
But he had done ids chem.§ up early
and left for the dame In lite Swedish
settlement flerIOAS, the valley. Oletin
was Mrs. Derrit's right Mind. without
widish the ferm enrh would • heye been
impossible. Ile was a bachelor, living
in a lean-to beside the :machinery
shed, and coming to the home only
for his menie; which he ate for the
most part In silence. I •
airs. Derrit pfiteed food on for kitch-
en table, and sat down before it. Her
meal was frugal, not so muell front
necessity as from weariness. She nte
nod sirault mechanically, then arreita
washed her few di:Me:emu! put them
away, wiped her hide and spread a
colored cloth upim it. The light from
the lamp fell gently on it patterns.
She drew the rocker the Witte and
sat doe u. The Wile clock on the shelf
said only six o'clock, It was three
hours until bedtime, nail who could
say how long until morning?
Her little hands found work to die—
mending fer Olson. For a while her
needle deficit hack and forth. trailing
a little thread of silver light in the
glow front the lantp; then presently
work and needle rested In her lap.
Foe wits not this Christmas Eve? And
down through memory came a proves.
stun of Dew gracious anniversaries,
murk log ;the birth of the Child, and
sacred' ho children everywhere in
Then Presently Wofk and Needle
Rested In Her Lap.
Christendom. In a 'moment or two
Mrs. Derrit was no longer seated in
her little cabin In the vast foothill
valley, but was back in that home
down East where little David had first
entered her life. What Christmas Evil:
were those! What laughter and
shrieks of delight when Big Dave, her
husband, with Ills great fur cpat With
the red sash and whiskers of cotton
batting burst through the door, being
unable to accommodate file bulky form
to the 'chimney after the tradition of
Santa Claus! What fen6ting and fun
and, after little David lint] grown tired
of play, what hours of dlimeatIc rap
ture I hiking husband and elfe! It all
seemed now so strange anti unreal,
as though it had been part of seine
previous Incarnation.
Down the years came memory,
Davit, was now a healthy lad. Trouble•
some, sometimes, but never bad; just
overflowing with that boyishness
whit h no mother quite understands
and none would ever relinquish.
Then the breaking of the old home
ilea and • the plunge into the great
West. Young Dave had taken to the
new land even more readily than did
his father. How he :rye !how Itt
• ,
. iiived to show his strongth In the ni,
i is skill in the corral! liaw soon I
, iii;her found she bad iiii boy at
but twe grown men In tier householti!
And thse tinil etiti. i AI night when
Dave, his father, Mid been brought
home by Orlitlibt•rx W111. round him in
the road. Just at the c Ing et the
. ereek. In the lower end the farm. It
, was, Re one ever knew, toe It hap-
Pent.,i, but all supposed an bed slipped
from Ida WagOD as It ILI 61.41 I lii the
Prairie trail. It was ii td high with
wood front the valley: : rhaps he It
been chimberina down tit stendy the
toad as It lurched. ant slipped ender
the great rene-wheCi. ',here was frost
In the earth. told a Mee stp,w on it :
she remembered there was still stiow
tin him face wili.n they laid hitn in the
I onvid had stood by .! or for two
years, but his Mimi/OW:1 for the Min-
fr::;11:g1 .r .1 ;111:1 been him tindoIng. They
would have nothing of the ftirm, after
that. David could (.nrri hig wage* In a
distant city, workilig in en automobile
factory, where there welle ne cows to
milk and no chores to disastelef IMP'per.
So they had gorek/Ihe had blessed
them- what els; fould, a neither do?
—and had apattled down to her farm
and to-r sientories, .
Fo ome time glowleg letters came
have 
r
. rota David,, and front his wife,
, et nem Mrs. herrn still , thought of us
1
The Winding Road Along Which They
Brought Film.
the Ranieri" girl Site bold no spite,
did lfira..!Derrit, but Wit hadn't been
for the Ransom girl—•! Then after a
witile the lettere fell ioff, until they
lemma stopped. It was two months
now since blip had Itealal from David.
Not even a letter for intaglio's!
Mrs. Detrit arose at d went to her
windou. II%%le moon mit
ing the grew almulder
the 'valley with light,
done that night when
lima up, fitted-
and' sides of
net as It had
I ey brought
Dave home to her, with the little patch
of snow still on his cheek. There was
snow tonight. too, just a light silting
of it as there bud been then. .
It would be cold end frozen down by
the ('reek. lad a while she had Hyoid.
ed the spot, but afterwards it had a
fitscientiim lair her. Often. on intion•
light nlelios.she had Walked Dint far.
She wendered If Dave—her Dave—
knew? Perhaps. Who could say that
t. en tonight. this Clitistinne eve, he
was watching, waiting somewhere
wotetering If she still remembered?
.lietuetelter? Aye, fir ever and ever!
She drew on a !Anna It could not
be NI) very cold, the nil lit WHI so
bright. the imoonlight so suit agninet
the'edge of hills. Tie. door creaked
as site opened it; tfiere was frost on
the hinges, but her heart was wnrtn;
she was going to do her vigil for Dave.
Down the winding road she went: the
road Wong which they nail brought
hint home. How warm it was! Or was
it cold? i'old and warmth are so much
alike. How the road stretched on and
on! It never had seemed so far, And
the moon—why was the moon growine
dark, when It had not yet reached the
zenith? And what made It sway like
that?
Alt, here was the spot, the very spot.
She sat down on the ground. This was
where they found him. Her hands
touched the snow, but it was not cold.
Nothing was cold. All was warm. But
the Inc. ti Find gone out. Wity had the
moon gone out? . . . Alt, there he
was! Dave! She felt his arms about
her; she felt -his kiss on her lips.
There was suow on his cheek! . . .
• • • • • •
"Don't you know me, mother? Don't
you know me?" tie was saying, as she
opened her eyes. She was in her room,
there was no doubt about that. Yes.
It was her room; through the open
door she could see the cream scp•
orator in the kitchen. But who was
that women, that— Why, it wits the
Ransom girl! And what was she car.
rying? She wits bringing it to her:
why was site bringing it to her? And
David. kneeing beside her bed?
"We brought you another little
David, for Christmas, mother," the
Raman girl was sityinga_and before
Mrs. Derrit knew it a litiTe Nee was
pressed against heal, and suddenly her
hard, dry cheeks were wet. "Dn‘id.
David," she cried. 'Your Grandpa's
David!"
Big David's hand was In here,
-you found me on the road, Davhir
she asked, after a while.
"Yes," lie answered, gently. "Just—
just where—it happened."
Her eyes were big and bright. -I
knew he would come," she said. "But
I didn't know lie would bring you,
and wee David, and—and the Itatle0t11
girl!"
"Well, here we are," the itnnsom
girl rejoined. "The city Is all right for
a while, hiu when a man has a wife.
and a family, it's back to the farm!
1%e 'sere- keeping it a secret (nom you.
just for— Just for Christina's you
know!"
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talk, smiled in what might have
been reininiecerteet
of her own youth.
A few . minutes
later she went to
the pliene, held a
• brief conversation,
and as she hung
up the receiver
she called up the
stairs: "flurry,
dear. I do believe 
some of your
giI11:i l down."s 
be right
vole*. preceded its
owner by only a
‘1771gt, in1It " )ol) alater
look
a 
"All right." mild Mrs. Ray's voice,
and her 'eyes said, "Lovely," and her
heart said, "My own diteling!"
Virginia, responding to an urgent
bur-ingggl admitted her earliest
guests. Half an hour later, when the
rooms were filled with merry, chat-
tering young poeple, the orchestra
struck up tile first date*. Escorts led
their laughing partners to the center
of the floor, tout Virginia did not dance
the first nutnber—she had not invItowl
1;eorge. Neither had she invited, as
her pnrtner, anyone else.
That iiiinee wits over, and another,
mei :mother. The Christmne tree was
admired : the nil-Oleo.* was found,
and put to its IlrOPer use; oceattional
silences Made clear the distant -sound
of carolers; the eloett struck ten—
eleven—twelye.
At that moment the guests were
surprised (and an was Virginia) by
the souwg, of sleighbelia, • hearty
"Merry Christmas." and the appear-
ance, from somewhere near the tree,
of as Jolly a Santa as one coutil Ina-
neine. Near beside him stood Mrs.
ita2.11'lly, Mr. Santa rlaul. I do be-
lieve." unit then she presented hitn to




to pay us a visit.
and as he is alt
iliitasdevdardi;:u7  gifts,a•ith 
widen ,niust be de-
livered by tumor. 
•row IrnornIng, I
jal3::•egPtinythaot he us






fat end awkward  
yelith who had stepped on Virginhee
toes during the lam danee, "1 didn't
know you :relieved in Santa Ostia."
"I don't!" Virelnia snnppeit. "MI
right."! he laughed, "you needn't bite
my heed or."
Se::
called ,Virginia. "Here, dear, you and
rand march. If you
lefaL•orstt...dgistributed, Mn,, may
will all fottiliw. I think we might end
some refreshments In Another room."
"Paghto!" said Santa, In a decided-
ly nnfrigici voice. Somehow, Sailta
knew just where to go. But then, of
course, Santa Claus knows everything,
lie even knew, a few momenta labor.
when Virginia eecused herself front
the purry, and slipped hack to the
other room, now in a state of partial._
disarray. and (for even the orchestra \
members were enjoying the repast in
the other room) forlorn in its empti-
ness. Virginia was feeling partieu-
tarty forlorn and paiticularly proud.
Santa Claus must know everything,
for he knew just how long to wilt
before he, too, wandered from the
merry group and joined Virginia.
And he (or was It Cupid?) knew jbst
what to say to make this really the
most wonderful Chrlstnias Eve in all
Virginia's life. Just what It was, I
am not sure, but he must have told
Virginia. for presently she said. "I
know; I know." and she had cheered
up quite a bit before he put his arm
around her. Somehow she wasn't so
forlornSenor quite so proud,
After ‘. while they walked over to
the tree Ntogether, and they listened
to the catolers; and then, somehow,
they stopped right under the mistle-
toe! What George said was whis-
pered In her ear, so we shall never
know, but Virginia was laughing as
slip ..Wahl]; woeeredorgeb..1 mshe said. "how dee




4 the late war there eanieAoriok e moment! A -nore tr ib
.....alkont.than all the moniell
-r
the i• ng year.,: I was Ilia
,.1urittir whicn a battik' MI.
,pktufgre+s and men were wou- ,,, and men vve..0 LAed whde
1
' the liewers i ti volved.
':A•fter the armi..tite waa a;gitied
It was not alit so:treeing Las
worse. It was not that death wasmore lasting than before. Wohndsand the snuffing out of lite were
just the Jame.
But a was a thing of deep,kt deep tragedy that men alimild be
,N
a,maitned and youtha shoold die—-'sraggtee.ssarily.
Today rro.,Zillif. which has
been fighting. ..4 centuries-
battle with the gernt -reef..tut '
losis, stands in the position of
the troops—still fighting after
the leaders have signed an arm-
istice. To full disabled by tuber-
culosis, incapacitated by it for
months; or years, or a lifetime, to
from it'is ar -tragic ati it was
have lost soldiers during that
emn Eleventh of November.
1A, "It is no longer necessary."
There was space a time when
e fought tuberculosis in the
lark. We did not know what
bused it. We knew not how It,
tot from one to another. We
new nothing that we could do
hich wouhl prevent it from
',sing death. It wa not very
low ago that we found the germ
s 
th caused it; that we were
d1
i
lit that tu4rculosis people
wn beyond ia shadow of a
spread it by coughing and spit-
ting and sneezing without cover-
ing the mouth; that food handled
by those who had the germs in
their sutum and who were not
particular about' cleanliness,
helped to disseminate it; that the
imrielkpa. r jeird.odutsh ocleta: autd.:.tilblin eprriuolmp oper y heart, not one who has a loved
forms.a -sem' 
child in his family or acquaint-
aa
disease : l'h' 
tle caused 
manikin beings: t4 that'
asunit.:ihloesrthijte ih b"ut, mustf gshe(t)iertreohuishlgy
crowded, unsanitary Nia•ing under the battle wt is going on.-
Mined peoples' resistaillee to the
germs and that improperreat- 
: Now is th time of year when
t
ment resulted in death. . 
hat suppoi is asked, and until
There are still those who fight 
stheoueldndkeetlo) ,J.caonnuanrgy int,h,.e funds
in ignorance of this newer know- " Tuberculosis is no longer nc
• • .________
Fashion has decreed silk
hosiery—with short skirts
—and the wise woman has
discovered that this is the
place to buy them!
Colors Smart for Fall
A selection of shades to
Mend with. Fall apparel. Our
medium weight pure silk hose
ha • a short lisle top—ideal for
general wear. A clear, sheer





A host of new and unusual
d•signs and color-effects.
Cu? full and welt-made. New
patterns—sparkling colors
and designs. In every,way,
an assortment most satisfy-




1 urkish towel and
wash cloth sets will
please your friends.
Two wash cloths to match
the towel—in plaid or novel-
ty jacquard patte.ass.
These Table Scarfs for Gifts
Are Attractive Without Being Expensive
Gay embroidered designs and
scalloped edges in color are at-
tractive details of these table
scarfs—sonic with rounded and
some with square ends. Come
early while the selectsen of pat-
terns is varied.
12P/19508E
Buy That Frock Without Delay!
A Modish Selection--Priced Lower
After
Now is the time that shopping
pays real divideads--becatise you
want a new frock ;or Cie ap-
proaching holida ,rs an.I 'stir prices
are, as usual, e..,:ept ...y in- I IA
viting!
Styles of frocks at much higher
prices appear in these dresses—
everyone a buy that you can be proud
,al—sises far women, misses and
!milers.
There's no Place like Penny's for Toys
Buy Here and Save
ledge; there are yet victims suc-
cumbing to the disease and many
are dying.
It is for the elimination of this
tragically unnecessary suffering;
it is to prevent the terrible grief
that comes when people learn
that their loved ones have con-
tracted or died from a wholly un-
necessary dieease; it is to make
this world a safer and healthier,
and happier place into which to
bring children that the great Na-
tional organization and State as-
socaitions, the local county and
small community groups are
worl,ing every day of every month
throughout every year.
• Tuberculosis is not conquered.
It can be.
Thert is not one who ha a a
sensitive imagination, not one






A tine, heavy iron with
an automatic safety plug
that turns istl the current
Ashen a certall, temperature





the, It t 
thee glUVCIM et,tAltlf•
• '7',,se all-wool Loch Lo-
mond scarts in lively Jac-
quard patterns; low priced.
tiSiftttlisf:
Is A Doll Cab
on Your Daughter's
Christr-as List?



















ments. () u r
pries. ars
moderate, too
or, Miss Mignon Vickers, Mr.
esaary. Let each one do his part
toward shortening the fight still
: too tragic to thousands of us.
•
CANDY MAKING
:who ham made several trips over
there, Mr. Omer Stagner, Miss
Mildred Metcalf, Mr. Robert Earl
Prince, Mice Glad's Jnoea, Mr.
Carl' Allen, Miss Mary Lector
Miles, Mr. Ray Metcalf, Miss Lela
311oote, Mr. Willie 011iver, Miss
Many • friends and neighbors LucIlle Timmons, Miss Prudy
gathered at the home of Mr. and 1 awtence, Miss Essie Metcalf,
Mrs. J. A. Wright and children
and surprised them with a can-
dy slipper. Those that wern pre-
sent: were:- Prof. J. E. Walker,
Miss Riath Gibson, Miss Mary
Beier Gregory, Miss Helen Bak-
Travis Wilcox. Herbert Jam
Lionel Carter, Joe Bert Dratten,
Bronson Moore, Carter Vickers
R. C. Lawrence, Herbert Mectalt,
Laretta Downs, Mr. and Mrs. W.
.1. Brien .and family, Mr. and Mrs,
Earnest Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert O'Daniel, Mildred anct
Mary Nall, Lester Gipson, Car-.
tre Culp, Elmer Collins. Waited
Kennedy, Worth Gregory, Miss
Martha Miles. Everyone- left
wishing they would have another
candy making soon.
From the Store of the
Real Christmas Cheer
This "Store of the True Hol iday !pi1-it" is ready for you
with gifts that please for every member of the familyand ev-
ery friend. Come here, you will find complete assortments
and willingness to be of utmost service.
Atwater Kent Radios 4
1
Because it provides lasting enjoyment of such a superior
and varied character an Atwater Kent Radio is the world's
ideal Christmas Gift. A small Amount down and 4 small
payment each month puts a radio in your home ready for you
to turn the dial and get what you want.
Fine linen writing pa-
per is always accept-
able as a Christmas
gift. We offer many se-
lections of the leading
brands, all of the high-











Many other things too numerous
to be mentioned but all attractive
and appropriate for gifts.




No trouble to select a
gift for him from our
display. Give him a car-
ton of cigarettes, a box of





















God rest ye, merry Ken
tiont
Let nothing you dismay!
11F. words founded throligh
the hull of the toig ottive
building In a high, clear
soprano, which made hoth
John • liardeu and his eon,
Ralph, look up, startled and
 Irritated.
Then, Ile "merry gentlemen" so
unded
farther off, John Harden
 thought,
"Ica a good thing that woman 
didn't
come In here singing that L 
'Met:ry.
gentlemen,' indeed:" Lind he 
h OW: ed
titer at Ids son, who sat broo.din
g.,ar
his desk. -
"If Ralph would only *give
 me lite-
confldeuce I" be thought. 
"Money
trouble of some kind, I SUppose. 
and
I'd help him out if he'd 
only tell me.
Troubles enough of my own., b
ut not
about money. If a million
 dollars
'Would remove this threat of
 blIndoolle.
I'd pay It In a minute."
"Let nothing you dianuo !"
 eutne
the clear, light voice again, and 
Ralph
thought :
"How can I help being dismayed,
with it pile of gambling debts I
'll 'lever
get out from under? Father 
suspect's,
too, I know, for he looks glum 
all the
time,.uud keeps his -hand over ,h
is eyes
- so much. If he'd
only ask me, may-





















"Tell that girl to
hush up or go
away!" Then the •
office door opened,
and t he words
"merry gent tenwtr
made Milli men
look up. Nowt- •
tiently. But. In di
stead of a bold
young woman— '
etood a scrubby newsboy, saying
:
"Collet-tin' for the Times. l'ircul
at•
In' manager's so loti•y he sent 
me."
"Where dloi you learn to sing?"
asked Ralph.
' "St.. Luke's choir. Were prat:thin'
fer Cloriatmato, (let fifty cents a 
Sun-
day, and I get a dollar Clir
latmas,
'cause I sing a silo. G
ee, it's luck,
ter Dad's been sick and if it goes 
on
this way, I'd never get clothes f
er
school. Wba.in think? Got five oiol-
lars out o' choir money saved ter a
new overcoat!"
"Here's another toward It." said
Ralph. "and I hope your father ge
ts
well."
"Thank you!" exclaimed the bo
y,
Pocketing the dollar. "Gee, I hope lie
Apes, too. 'cause he's all the fami
ly I
got. Ile works in a factory %%here t
he
light's had, amid sometimes his eyes 
go
Wrong.'l4-
"Couldn't he work somewhere else?"
queried Mr. Harden.
"Yeti; there's a grand place goIn' to
be vacant at the paper-box facery,
where there's hardly any eye work,
but there's so many after It---"
"Wait!". said Harden. "I know
hfortittler, who owns that factory.
I'll give you a note to take him.
What's your father's name?'
' "Albert Wickene, and he's all right
!
You tell 'em I said so--known him a
ll
my life, an' I recommend him."
Presently Harden looked up. saying,









come! I'd get a
handsome lickin'
If my Dad ever
heard o' my beln'
crooked! I'm
omid o' my ole
man an' I w:mt
make him proud
t ti t • the
o o F iammed.
and the young
voice was heard
caroling down the hall.
The two men looked at each othe
r,
ppeakIng sinotilrously:
"Son, I have wething to say—"
"Dad, I have lOtnething to tell—"
Then, with half-embarrassed amus
e.
ment, they hotlOatighed, hea
lingly.
"I guess there's a good. deal 
we
have to tell eal•lo caber." timid John
'Barden. "I prtmose that we 
get a
private room a the club and have
seine lunch, an talk .thIngs ov
er."
"Great!" said iltalph, rising to he
lp
his father with : his coat. "I'm 
not
looking forwa exactly, to what
 I
have to say. anse I'm ashame
d of
It, but it'll be a ,rellef."
"Nothing yon can tell me *111 be 
as
had as this es rangement has been
,"
replied his fat er. "If it's anything
I can help you about—"
"It is, and ir you'll straighten me
out this time, II know I'll never get 
In
such a hole again. When that k
id
paid, 'I'm protd o' my ole man, and
I want him to 'he—"
Ralph choked and stopped, but by
this time they 'were In the outer ha
ll,
So John Harden simply took his son
's
arm and pressed It affectionately.
As the elevator reached the street
level the twa looked at each oth
er
and smiled, for down the hall th
ey
heard a high, clear voice singing:
God rent ye, meery !gentlemen,








With the Right gift for
Everyone on Your List! -
Again it's the happy Christmas time
 and we're better ready for you than ever
 before. All our Christ-
mas sfock is ABSOLUTELY NEW as 
you will remember that what few thing
s we had left over last
Chri.stmas were destroyed by the fir
e in our store last summer.
Never before have we been able to show
 such a wide range of every toy you mig
ht conceive of to please:.
the little fellows. Their hearts will
 thrill with delight when they see the wo
nderful things. They will
surely believe they have reached Sa










We have a com-
plete line of Gro-
ceries, of all kinds,
Fresh Fruits, Nuts
and Bulk Candies
for all your Holi-
day dinners and-
parties. Buy them
here and save mon-
JEWELRY AND
SILVERWARE
For thing to please
both "her" and
"him", choose from
our large and love-
ly selection .of Jew-























(1 t u rda y Afternoon, 4 p. m. Christmas Eve D
ay
TO THE LUCKY BOY
A $12.00 FIRE TRUCK
ome in and ask about the plan of
 giving away this handsome.
substantial $1230 Fire Truck that 
some happy boy is going to get
on Christmas Day. It is to be AB
SOLUTELY FREE,
FREE! FREE!
Satarday, December 3141 7 at 4. P. m.
A Beautiful $75.00 Washington 
Range
Remember about our handi4ome
 $75.00 Washington, White-
Enameled Cooking Range that w
ill be g,hen away Saturday, De-
cember 1st. Ask us for particu
lars.
Sank Welcomes You Z1
to
• -.111•VVVV V • anv,I.•••••111/h 
--
LAND,, 4, '°( 1:1•S .10( 6
Here are games and contests of all kinds, U
keleles, Trains, Blochs, Autos,
Doll, Doll buggies, Doll table sets, bows and
 arrows, see-saw, Puzzles, Harps, Ti
Horns, Ranges, Beds, Desk sets and toy mu
sical instruments. Toys are-priced
ery one of them an exceedingly high value.
team engines, steam beats
ker Toys, Circus Toys,
rom 10c to $12.50 and ev-






































THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT. BENTON. KY.
'his Saturday, December 17th-ONE DAY ONLY!
Os Biggest Day of the Year
••
,TP Thousands of Eager Eyes are Reading This Saturday is the day! December 17th! Our second annual one-
3ation, made famous through its inaugeration last year, when in twelve hours our sales amounted to more
AND DOLLARS. The mere announcement of this event will electrify Paducah and surrounding towns with
those who attended last year will tell their friends and bring them along to share in the benefits of this one-
SO.- THIS IS THE BIGGEST DAY OF THE YEAR'
The coming of "THE-BHIGEST-DAY-OF-THE-YEAR"-Sat
urday-right at
the. threshold of Christmas--presenting hundreds of thousands o
f dollars
worth of merchandise, means the most attractive prices of the entire season.
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lamps are of metal,


















"B eaco n" cloth
bathrobes.. In a
wide variety of tt-
t r a et i ve patterns







Women's pure Silk Chiffon Hosiery-silk
from toe to top. In all the leading shades.
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Tiaese house slippers make
attractive presents. Of best
.quality !felt, with chrome
leather padded soles, silk
ribbon and pompom triins.













Our store is truly a storehouse of
thousands of beautiful gifts. Gifts
from far and near; inexpensive
gifts, costly gifts: gifts to please
every member Of the family. And
good old Santa Claus makes his
headquarters here-awaiting the
N is i t of ail who still believe in him!













Bring the Children to our great
big toyland - let them shake










Some have real hair 98
and moving ...eyek.
and there are baby
dolls in long- dresses, and girl











I . rge size fancy double thread
Turkish bath towels. In pretty
all -over patterns. Many with'
Embroidered ends. In blue,
rose and gold. Vu• \ special.
411 • • •••
Accessories from Everywhere
The mode for accessorier has become -i.tch an impor-
tant one that we have sirred no effort in bringing tu
you this Christmas, lovely things from the four cot-
ners of the world. (doves in champagne shades of due
skin or kid with striking cuffs are smartly French.
Exquisite lace collars and cuffs made by nimble femi-
nine fingers in, Italy. Jewelry wrought, in Czech'o
Slovagia and dainty wi,ps of linen 'kerchiefs' from
Old Erin.
1 •
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Gold Pens or Pencils
Manicuring Sets
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Trains $6.00 to $30.00. Engites
Isti can take apart and rebuild-



















11111 . a... •
Open 9 .4. 1/.
he store will open at 9 A. M.
Plan to come early. There r ift
be crcwds from the opening hioui
until closing time. 1
Set Your .41arm!
Set your alarm clock early enough
that you will he here at 9 'o'clock
















Snap Shot .41busFancy Belt
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